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late: 12/29/2009 Fifth Ju istrict Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
'ime: 11 :38 AM ROA Report 
'age 1 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
late Code User Judge 
119/2009 NCRF DENTON New Case Filed-Felony Roger Harris 
PROS DENTON Prosecutor assigned Grant Loebs Roger Harris 
CRCO DENTON Criminal Complaint Roger Harris 
AFWT DENTON Affidavit In Support Of Complaint Or Warrant For Roger Harris 
Arrest 
TFJP DENTON Twin Falls County Jail Packett Roger Harris 
HRSC DENTON Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 03/27/2009 Roger Harris 
08:15 AM) 
DENTON Notice Of Hearing Roger Harris 
ARRN DENTON Arraignment 1 First Appearance Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
NORF DENTON Notification Of Rights Felony Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
TFPA DENTON Twin Falls County Public Defender Thomas D. Kershaw 
Application*** Appointed*** Jr. 
CMIN DENTON Court Minutes Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
OCCR DENTON Order of Participation in Court Compliance as Thomas D. Kershaw 
Condition of Release Jr. 
ORTA DENTON Order to Appear Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
ORPD DENTON Order Appointing Public Defender Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
BSET DENTON BOND SET: at 1000.00 Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
'20/2009 BNDS DENTON Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1000.00 ) Roger Harris 
DENTON Miscellaneous Payment: Sheriff Fees Paid by: Roger Harris 
A-1 Auto Sales Receipt number: 9007876 Dated: 
3/20/2009 Amount: $10.00 (Cash) 
PTAP DENTON Promise To Appear Roger Harris 
23/2009 REQD NIELSEN Request For Discoveryldefendant Roger Harris 
RESD NIELSEN Response To Request For Discoveryldefendant Roger Harris 
TFCC NIELSEN Twin Falls County Court Compliance Program Roger Harris 
Agreement in Lieu of Incarceration 
25/2009 MMILLER Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Roger Harris 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Willswood Apartments Receipt number: 9008383 
Dated: 3/25/2009 Amount: $28.00 (Cash) 
MMILLER Miscellaneous Payment: Personal Copy Fee Paid Roger Harris 
by: Willswood Apartments Receipt number: 
9008383 Dated: 3/25/2009 Amount: $1.20 
(Cash) 
~7/2009 CONT BARTLETT Continued (Preliminary 04/17/200908:15 AM) Roger Harris 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes Roger Harris 
i) 
'-' 
late: 12/29/2009 Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
"ime: 11 :38 AM ROA Report 
'age 2 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
late Code User Judge 
127/2009 WAVT BARTLETT Written Waiver of Time for Preliminary Hearing Roger Harris 
BARTLETT Notice Of Hearing Roger Harris 
130/2009 REQP NIELSEN Request For Discovery/plaintiff Roger Harris 
RESP NIELSEN Response To Request For Discoverylplaintiff Roger Harris 
117/2009 PHWV BARTLETT Hearing result for Preliminary held on 04/17/2009 Roger Harris 
08:15 AM: Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound 
Over) 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes Roger Harris 
WAVP BARTLETT Waiver Of Preliminary Hearing Roger Harris 
OADC BARTLETT Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District Roger Harris 
Court 
HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/27/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
08:30 AM) 
YOCHAM Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
122/2009 INFF NIELSEN Information For A Felony, Namely; G. Richard Bevan 
Possession of a Controlled Substance 
127/2009 ARRN YOCHAM Hearing result for Arraignment held on G. Richard Bevan 
04/27/200908:30 AM: Arraignment 1 First 
Appearance 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
129/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 05/11/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
08:45 AM) 
YOCHAM Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
111/2009 HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Entry of Plea held on G. Richard Bevan 
05/11/200908:45 AM: Hearing Held 
PLEA YOCHAM A Plea is entered for charge: Not Guilty G. Richard Bevan 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
119/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Status 05/27/200909:30 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 
YOCHAM Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
121/2009 COAF BTHOMPSON Change of Address Form from Misdemeanor G. Richard Bevan 
Probation 
127/2009 HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Status held on 05/27/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
09:30 AM: Hearing Held 
9 
'ate: 12/29/2009 Fifth J strict Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
ime: 11 :38 AM ROA Report 
age 3 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
'ate Code User Judge 
128/2009 DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/29/2009 09:00 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 2 days 
HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference G. Richard Bevan 
09/18/2009 11 :00 AM) 
HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Status 08/31/200909:30 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 
MOTN NIELSEN Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
129/2009 OGOV YOCHAM Order Governing Further Criminal Proceedings G. Richard Bevan 
and Notice of Trial Setting 
11/2009 MODO SCHULZ Motion To Disqualify Alternate Judge G. Richard Bevan 
12/2009 ORDO COOPE Order of Disqualification (Judge Elgee) G. Richard Bevan 
15/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
07/01/200909:00 AM) 
NOHG NIELSEN Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
112/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 06/22/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
08:30 AM) on amended information 
115/2009 MEMO NIELSEN Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss or G. Richard Bevan 
Suppress 
117/2009 EXMN AGUIRRE State's Ex-parte Motion for an Order to Amend G. Richard Bevan 
Information and Notice of Hearing 
122/2009 ARRN YOCHAM Hearing result for Arraignment held on G. Richard Bevan 
06/22/2009 08:30 AM: Arraignment 1 First 
Appearance on amended information 
INFO YOCHAM Amended Information Count I - Possession of a G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance Count II - Possession of a 
Controlled Substance 
ORDR YOCHAM Order Amending Information G. Richard Bevan 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
CONT YOCHAM Continued G. Richard Bevan 
29/2009 EXMN SCHULZ State's Ex-parte Motion To Continue Motion To G. Richard Bevan 
Supress Hearing 
30/2009 ORDR YOCHAM Order Continuing Motion To Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
CO NT YOCHAM Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on G. Richard Bevan 
07/01/200909:00 AM: Continued arraignment 
on amended information 
NOHG NIELSEN Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
13/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
07/24/200909:00 AM) 
15/2009 SUPR NIELSEN Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan r'1 
Discovery 
_t. J 
ate: 12/29/2009 Fifth Ju istrict Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
ime: 11 :38 AM ROA Report 
age 4 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
3tate of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
ate Code User Judge 
'21/2009 CONT YOCHAM Continued (Motion to Suppress 07/24/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
10:30 AM) 
NOHG NIELSEN Amended G. Richard Bevan 
Notice Of Hearing 
'23/2009 MISC YOCHAM State's Response To Defendant's Motion To G. Richard Bevan 
Suppress Or Dismiss 
'24/2009 CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 7/24/2009 Time: 10:02 am 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Minutes Clerk: Teresa Yocham 
Defense Attorney: Marilyn Paul 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on G. Richard Bevan 
07/24/200910:30 AM: Hearing Held 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
/27/2009 ORDR YOCHAM Order Denying Motion To Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
/5/2009 NOTC NIELSEN Notice of Arraignment Hearing on Ammended G. Richard Bevan 
Information 
/7/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 08/17/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
08:30 AM) on amended information 
/17/2009 HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Status held on 08/31/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
09:30 AM: Hearing Held 
HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Arraignment held on G. Richard Bevan 
08/17/2009 08:30 AM: Hearing Held on 
amended information 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
/18/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Status 08/31/2009 09:30 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 
CONT YOCHAM Continued (Pretrial Conference 09/18/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
03:00 PM) 
YOCHAM Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
/31/2009 HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Status held on 08/31/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
09:30 AM: Hearing Held 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Candace Childers 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan j ~ ..L1. 
late: 12/29/2009 Fifth Judi istrict Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
ime: 11 :38 AM ROA Report 
age 5 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
'ate Code User Judge 
14/2009 SUPR NIELSEN Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery 
118/2009 MOTN YOCHAM State's Ex Parte Motion To Revoke Release and G. Richard Bevan 
Issue A Warrant 
MISC AGUIRRE Exhibit List G. Richard Bevan 
SUPR AGUIRRE Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery and Witness List 
HRHD YOCHAM Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on G. Richard Bevan 
09/18/2009 03:00 PM: Hearing Held 
HRWV YOCHAM Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 09/29/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
09:00 AM: Hearing Waived 2 days 
STOF YOCHAM State's Offer-plea Negotiations G. Richard Bevan 
MOTN YOCHAM State's Ex Parte Motion To Revoke Release And G. Richard Bevan 
Issue Warrant 
MISC YOCHAM Approval of Conditional Plea G. Richard Bevan 
MISC YOCHAM Conditional Plea G. Richard Bevan 
DCHH YOCHAM District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
PSSA1 YOCHAM Order for Presentence Investigation Report and G. Richard Bevan 
Substance Abuse Assessment 
FEGP YOCHAM Guilty Plea Advisory G. Richard Bevan 
ORBC YOCHAM Order Regarding Bond and Special Conditions G. Richard Bevan 
121/2009 HRSC YOCHAM Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 11/09/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
01 :30 PM) 
122/2009 REST NIELSEN Restitution Request G. Richard Bevan 
0/14/2009 COAF BTHOMPSON Change of Address Form from Misdemeanor G. Richard Bevan 
Probation 
0/15/2009 COAF BTHOMPSON Change of Address Form from Misdemeanor G. Richard Bevan 
Probation 
0/30/2009 TFCC NIELSEN Twin Falls County Court Compliance Program G. Richard Bevan 
Agreement in Lieu of Incarceration 
1/312009 PSR BARTLETT Presentence Report G. Richard Bevan 
1/5/2009 PSR BARTLETT Addendum Presentence Report G. Richard Bevan 
TFPR BARTLETT Twin Falls County Court Compliance Progress G. Richard Bevan 
Report 
1/9/2009 SUPR AGUIRRE Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery 
HRHD BARTLETT Hearing result for Sentencing held on 11/09/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
01 :30 PM: Hearing Held 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan , '"\ . " 
.J.. { ... 
3te: 12/29/2009 Fifth Ju istrict Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
me: 11 :38AM ROA Report 
3ge 6 of 6 Case: CR-2009-0002955 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Jones, Kimberly Dawn 
;tate of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones 
::lte Code User Judge 
1/9/2009 DCHH BARTLETT District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
JCOP BARTLETT Judgment Of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty to G. Richard Bevan 
One Felony Count, Suspending Sentence and 
Order Placing Defendant on Probation 
JDMT BARTLETT Judgment G. Richard Bevan 
ORDR BARTLETT Order of Restitution G. Richard Bevan 
ORDR BARTLETT Order to Pay Court Compliance Fees ($243.00) G. Richard Bevan 
PROB BARTLETT Probation Ordered (137 -2732(C)(3) Controlled G. Richard Bevan 
Substance-Possession Of) Probation term: 24 
months. (Unsupervised) 
SNPF BARTLETT Sentenced To Pay Fine (137-2732(C)(1) G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance-Possession Of) 
SNPF BARTLETT Sentenced To Pay Fine (137-2732(C)(3) G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance-Possession Of) 
PROB BARTLETT Probation Ordered (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled G. Richard Bevan 
Substance-Possession Of) Probation term: 3 
years. (Supervised) 
1/10/2009 NOTA SCHULZ NOTICE OF APPEAL G. Richard Bevan 
APSC COOPE Appealed To The Supreme Court G. Richard Bevan 
1/13/2009 SNIC BARTLETT Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(1) G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance-Possession Of) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 3 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 2 years. 
SNIC BARTLETT Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(3) G. Richard Bevan 
Controlled Substance-Possession Of) 
Confinement terms: Jail: 60 days. Suspended 
jail: 60 days. 
NAPD COOPE Notice And Order Appointing State Appellate G. Richard Bevan 
Public Defender In Direct Appeal 
1/18/2009 CCOA COOPE Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal G. Richard Bevan 
1/19/2009 JCOP BARTLETT Amended Judgment Of Conviction Upon a Plea of G. Richard Bevan 
Guilty to One Felony Count, Suspending 
Sentence and Order Placing Defendant on 
Probation 
2/4/2009 SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Clerk's G. Richard Bevan 
Certificate Filed 
SCDF COOPE Supreme Court Document Filed- Notice of Appeal G. Richard Bevan 
Filed (T) 
12/24/2009 LODG COOPE Lodged Transcript Virginia Bailey -- 7/24/2009 G. Richard Bevan 
Motion to Suppress, 11/9/2009 Sentencing 
NOTC COOPE Notice of Transcript Lodged G. Richard Bevan 
", ... J 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















Personally appears before me this -Dday of March, 2009, Melissa Kippes, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, Twin Falls County, State ofIdaho, and presents this complaint, pursuant to 
Idaho Criminal Rule 3 and based upon the attached sworn affidavit, that KIMBERLY DAWN 
JONES, did commit the following: 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 1 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.e. 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the Defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, on or about the 18th day of March, 
2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, 
to-wit: amphetamine and/or methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in violation 
ofIdaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l). 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Signed before me this _,--day of March, 2009. 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 
Prosecuting Attorney 
For Twin Falls County 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
0901691 rn 
Lu09 19 fL', 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS jdV 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




STATE OF IDAHO, 















AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
COMPLAINT 
I, Harbans Singh Thiara Jr., being first duly sworn, 
state that my answers to the questions asked by the Court with 
reference to said Complaint are as follows: 
1. Did you personally observe the act(s) being committed as 
alleged in the Complaint? 
ANSWER: Yes. 
2. Please state the information which gives you reason to believe 







ANSWER: On March 18, 2009 at 1659 hours I made traffic stop in the 
one hundred block of Locust street south in the city and county of 
Twin Falls, State of Idaho. The driver was later identified as 
Kimberly Dawn Jones by her Idaho license. Ms. Jones was observed 
dri ving reckless by detective Todd Rudner . Detective Rudner saw 
Ms. Jones driving in a reckless manner starting at Addison and 
Washington and followed in the direction of Kimberly East. 
Detective Rudner stated that Ms. Jones had nearly collided into 
two or three vehicles, and that she made several improper lane 
changes by not using turn signal and that Ms. Jones was traveling 
at a high rate of speed. Detective Rudner said she was traveling 
at approximately 50 miles per hour in 35 mile per hour zone. I 
tried to drive my patrol car to get behind Ms. Jonesi however she 
was changing lanes behind me. I turned onto the one hundred block 
of Locust south and Ms. Jones pulled in behind me. It appeared she 
was trying to avoid me. Upon speaking with Ms. Jones she seemed to 
be nervous. She seemed excited and had very rapid movements I 
recognized this as symptoms of possible drug use. I also noticed 
her pupils to be at a smaller than normal. 
When I had asked Ms. Jones if she was under the influence of 
drugs or alcohol she replied she was not. A second unit was asked 
to respond to the location. At 1702 hours Sgt. Howe responded to 
my location. Ms. Jones was asked to exit her vehicle and was 
placed under arrest for reckless driving. While conducting a 
search incident to arrest, I asked Ms. Jones if she had anything 
that would be of concern and that I didn't detect. She replied she 
had a glass pipe in her bra and that it was used for smoking meth 
earlier in the day. Before I placed Ms. Jones into my patrol 
vehicle I asked again if there was anything that I didn't detect 
which she said no. Officer Wildman was asked to respond to my 
location to remove the pipe from Ms. Jones bra. Prior to Officer 
Wildman arriving Ms. Jones stated she had "weed" in her under 





pipe and the marijuana from Ms. Jones pants the glass pipe had a 
crystal residue inside. Due to my training and experience as a 
police officer, and the admission of Ms. Jones I determined the 
substance in the glass pipe to be methamphetamine and the 
substance taken from Ms. Jones underwear to be Marijuana. I 
transported Ms. Jones to the Twin Falls County Jail and left her 
in the custody of the jail staff. I returned to the Twin Falls 
Police Department where I tested the crystal like substance in the 
glass pipe with the Nark 2 test 15. The substance tested positive 
for Methamphetamine and weighed 6.6g with the pipe. I placed the 






further information do you have giving you reasonable 
to believe that the Defendant committed the crime (s) 
4. Do you believe a warrant should be issued? 
ANSWER: No. 
5. Set out any information you have, and its source, as to why a 
warrant instead of a summons should be issued? 
ANSWER: No. 
See attached Warrant Information Page. 
- AFFIDAVIT 
3 
DATED this 19 day of March, 2009. 
, t ~ 1 \ 
ViVV',-' J"Jv>", J c , 
Affiant 




STATE OF IDAHO 
P9~RY PUBLIC 
i-Residing at: TI/\/"L'\. (",{It; I,)-I--" 
, / 
My commission explres: i/-2'1-2oi2. 
WARRANT INFORMATION 
DEFENDANT(S) Kimberly, Dawn, Jones 
Factors to be considered in setting bond on Warrant. 
1. The residence of the Defendant. 
524 Harrison Street Apartment 1-A Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
2. The employment of the Defendant. 
Discovery Research 
3. The family relationship of the Defendant ln the Community. 
4. The past history of response of the Defendant to legal 
process. 
See attached criminal history 
5. The past criminal record of the Defendant. 
See attached criminal history 
6. The nature of the offense charged. 
Possession of Methamphetamine and Reckless Driving 
7. Whether there 










believe that the 
to respond to a 
I '1 
"'- ,} 
8. Any other information justifying a Warrant. 
- AFFIDAVIT 
5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT r n \ 9 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TvtUAF.ifl1lS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 














J\D I] ""1>/ )(:11D er!r 
Defendant. 
The purpose of this initial appearance is to advise you of your rights and charge(s) against you. 
You have the right to be represented by an attorney at all times. 
If you want an attorney, but cannot pay for one, the court will appoint one to help you. If you are 
found guilty or plead guilty, you may be ordered to reimburse Twin Falls County for the cost of 
your defense. 
You have the right to remain silent. Any statement you make could be used against you. 
You have the right to bail. 
You have the right to a preliminary hearing before a judge. 
The purpose of a preliminary hearing is to determine whether probable cause exists to believe 
you have committed the crime(s) charged. A preliminary hearing is not a trial to decide guilt or 
innocence. 
You can cross-examine all witnesses who testify against you. 
You can present evidence, testify yourself if you wish, and have witnesses ordered to testify by 
subpoena. 
If the court finds probable cause exists that you committed the crime(s) charged, or if you waive 
your preliminary hearing, you will be sent to the District Court for arraignment. 
If you have any questions about the charge(s), about your rights or the court process, don't hesitate to 
speak up. It is important that you understand. 
Acknowledgment of Rights 
I have read this entire document and I understand these rights as set forth above. 
, / ~ 4;(~~C~~L
Date 7 Defendant's Signatu~ 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS--1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTQjJ5THll 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWI~W~1i~b\ L S 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION i L E 
ARRAIGNMENT MINUTES 2009 MAR 19 2: 3f1 
. dJ 
Case No. Cn-O'f-~ Date3/J..!i/af Time /.00 p?I-v1 Counter / 2&.3?( 
tL . ___ 0::- DUC;:tnn #--+1---Judge ~ Deputy Clerk =r Un I~ {' U C. } e r\. Interpreter 
~
State of Idaho AttomeY---H/[if-I.'J' AQl..L<i /B~, ~le:..r..:1I'v=,z.~~i~· -I.-L.::..L] ffl..=:!-.··7..L.-L __ _ 
. )Ohe.5 AttomeY---i.I-,-,~U:JL~'-"-.:{:::"'=/ .L=--'I,--,J-r/d-JL"t...:::..£U"",-~~-----
vs 
Offense: _-1Vaf-U-.as.w.s~e.M.S~jLJ/(J(,l..!:..ln'-.......J.o",-+-f_-C..ad..-...I.C-:-or.LLJ'J'r-Ifc.....L.nJ.lQ..Llu/<UJ..7'¥--. -->...S  .,lJ, .... ,At-Ob.,L-sLJ.k-"'-<n'-<-"-c.,.,e __________ _ 
/ /. a~,{f( Lk~- U~1~ 
r:t Appeared in person [!(Bond 4,OtJ2! .- 0 per warrant 0 OR release 0 OR to Court Compliance program 
o Failed to appear 0 Warrant issued 0 Walk In Arraignment/Summons 0 Bond previously posted 
o 90mplaint read 0 Probation violation ~VD Defendant waived reading of probation violation 
Q-'Rights and penalties given Q.-R1ghts fonn signed l,YRights and penalties understood 
o Ddndant waived counsel 0 Private counsel 0 to hire 
~blic defender appointed 0 Public defender denied 0 Public defender confirmed/continued 
o Plead not guilty o Pretrial ______________________ _ 
o Plead gUilty 
o Court accepted plea 
o Court trial _________ -= ___________ _ 
o Sgltencing LJ ,-0" ~ 
IJd-'Prelim 1 -- J, 7 -~{Y7 (tV 0' i (\:L ''= o Fugitive (identitYf __________________ _ 
o PV -admit o Admit/Deny set ___________________ _ 
o PV -deny o Evidentiary set ___________________ _ o Disposition set ___________________ _ 
o Status set _____________________ _ 
SENTENCE: 
Jail ______ Days Suspended ______ Days 0 Credit time served 
Fine $ ___________ Suspended $. _________ Court Cost $, ______ To be paid 
o Public Defender Reimbursement $. ______ _ 
Driving Privileges Suspended Days Beginning _______ _ o 1sT __ Days Absolute 
o Probation __ months 0 Supervised _____ months 
COl~9itions of bond/OR release/probation: 
IZ(C!J.eck in with public defender immediately upon release 
Q1Sheck in with court compliance officer; Pay costs associated with court compliance 
o Court entered no contact order 
o Border patrol hold 
LS 1i) t ' 
2009 19 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
.
' ... p,. "I pr--j ;~:~; I ~., , 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No.: CR-2009-0002955 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER FOR PARTICIPATION 
vs. ) IN COURT COMPLIANCE AS 
) CONDITION OF RELEASE 
KIMBERL Y DAWN JONES, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, as a condition of either the Defendant's release on his own 
recognizance or by posting bond, that the above-named Defendant shall submit to monitoring 
and supervision by the Court Compliance Program ("CCP") administered by the Twin Falls 
County Adult Probation Department. Defendant is required to sign up with the Court 
Compliance Program within one (1) hour of release from custody. The Court Compliance 
Office 
is located at 245 3rd Ave. N., Twin Falls, Idaho. 
The monitoring and supervision includes, but is not limited to, compliance with any 
reporting requirements imposed by CCP representatives; submitting to tests of Defendant's 
blood, breath, urine, saliva, hair or other bodily fluids or tissues; complying with curfews or other 
directives relating to Defendant's living circumstances, activities or personal associations; 
maintaining gainful employment or other productive activity as approved by CCP 
representatives, and the like. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately upon release from custody, Defendant 
shall meet with CCP officers to sign up for the Court Compliance program, and submit both 
residential and employment addresses, and phone numbers as required. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, and Defendant agrees by signing this document, that 
Defendant shall pay all fees and other charges levied by the Court Compliance Program, 
including, but not limited to costs for sample collection or testing, and charges for participation 
in the program. 
NOTICE 
Any failure to comply with this order or with the requirements of the Court Compliance 
Program may result in the revocation of any order of release (whether or not such release was 
secured by bond, cash or other collateral or upon the Defendant's own recognizance) and the 
issuance, without notice, of a bench warrant for Defendant's immediate arrest. By 
acknowledging his or her receipt of this order, Defendant specifically accepts this condition of 
release and waives all right to his or her 1) notice of violating the conditions of release on bail, 
and 2) waives any bail revocation hearing. 
DATED this 19th day of March, 2009. 
Magiiti"ate/District Judge 
Received And Acknowledged 
~r9y--C- ~ 
:l ,tiS ~ 
3 -Ig ~CJ I 
\ \~: 
, ,;,\i )1 ~ .2:""",~'..,Ir-
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TlFIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~~\,~~L~ 











'". ~< ~ • ----rLFR,: 
Case No: CR-20J~·;2955 
ORDER TO APPEAR 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Kimberly Dawn Jones, 
524 Harrison #1A 
Twin Falls ID 83301 
Defendant. 
You, Kimberly Dawn Jones, the above named Defendant are notified and ordered to comply as 
follows: 
1. To personally appear at th~ Public Defender's Office, located at 231 4th Avenue North, 
Twin Falls, Idaho, on ~mmediateiy Upon Release , 20 at 
____ a.m.lp.m. 
2. To keep the Public Defender's Office notified of your residential address, mailing 
address, phone number and place of employment. 
3. To personally appear at and to keep each appointment with your Public Defender and 
the Court. 
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS ORDER will result in the forfeiture of any bail posted or the 
revocation of your recognizance release, a warrant for your arrest and may result in the filing of 
contempt charges. 
GOOD CAUSE HAVING BEEN SHOWN, the Public Defender of Twin Falls County is hereby 
appointed to represent you. You may be ordered to reimburse Twin Falls County Idaho for all or 
part of the cost of legal representation. 
Dated this 19th day of March, 2009. 
Copies to: -LPUbliC Defe~ 
~rosecutovV" _-r-,,-_ DDefendant 
ORDER TO APPEAR - 1 
Judge 
Deputy <tlerk 
Twin Falls County 
Court Compliance Program 
Agreement In Lieu of Incarceration 
Case: 
Address: , -" '. , Phone: 
DOB: Date: 
""Dr.-Pi'" 
THIS AGREEMENT IS BEING UTILIZED BY ORnER OF THE BELOW SIGNED MAGISTRATE/DISTRICT .JUDGE 





I, THE ABOVE NAMED ADULT WILL AInDE BY ALL OI<' THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THIS 
AGREEMENT AS LISTED HELOW, AS WELL AS ALL CITY, COUNTY, STATE, AND FEDERAL LAWS. 
RULES ANI) REGULATIONS: "X" INDICATES APPLICABLE TO DEFENDANT. 
House Arrest--Electronic Monitoring, No privileges, I agree to remain at my residence at all times, except for specific 
times approved by the Court Compliance officer to fulfill my school, employment, and other required conditions of my 
release to the community, 
Do not consume and/or have in your possession alcoholic beverages and/or illegal controlled substances or be where 
they are present. I shall not use or possess any prescription medication unless lawfully prescribed by a licensed 
physician. I will submit to alcohol/drug testing as required by the Court and/or Court Compliance Officer. 
Curfew shall be ~p.m. weekdays and ~p.m. weekends. 
To report to the Magistrate Probation Officer as directed. 
To appear at all court hearings when advised to do so, and maintain contact with my attorney. 
To be employed full-time or actively seeking full-time employment. 
To notify the Court Compliance Officer immediately of any change of address, telephone, employment. 
Pay all costs and fees associated with the Courl Compliance Program. 
Search and Seizure: I agree and consent to the search and of my person, automobile, real property and other property at 
any place by any probation officer or any police officer and waive my constitutional right to be free from such searches. 
All requests to leave the stale of Idaho must be approved by the Courts in writing and submitted to the Court Compliance 
prior (0 leaving the state. 
No Contact with the following persons: 
Fees ordered by Court: _Electronic Monitoring 
___ Modified House Arrest 
..£Drug Testing 
$35hook upfee--$l 0 per day 
$!)_pel"'{jay~-c<--
$15 each lab test 
$7 each field test 
I THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, SHOW BY MY SIGNATURE BELOW THAT J HAVE READ AND UNDER-
STAND THIS AGREEMENT, AND I'ROMISE TO ABIDE BY THIS AGREEMENT. I, THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEN-
DANT UNDERSTAND THAT IF I VIOLATE ANY PORTION OF THIS AGRKEMENT IT MAY BE REVOKED AND I 
MAY BE SUBJECT TO THE ISSUANCE, WITHOUT NOTICE, OF A BENCH WARRANT, AND I MAY HE DETAINED 
UNTIL FURTHEU PROCEEDINGS CAN BE ESTABLISHED. 
/:p;,/~/4 ~L 
' .! /. /' 
t~, -~ t, <,v/ 'tC,<-
f A' 
J, / ~'~~~~-~~Y~ 
MAGISTRATE/DISTRICT JUI)GE SIGNATURE 
CT IN THE L 
OF THE STATE 
T COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDIC 
DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
FALLlllS1RICl COURT 
TWIN fALLS co. IDAHO 
FILED 
MINUTES FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING 
JUDGE: \-\Cl ( (\ c-~ 
DEPUTY CLERK: 5,e:::CL('t l.e't±. 
CASE # C P.. C'{i- 2Cj ~5 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Y\\{Y\XJecLB\e tu.\.\\V\ ,~JOV\eS 
. fendant. 
Din Custody D Not Present D Failed to Appear 
THE DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH: -------------------------------------------
COURT REVIEWED THE FILE. 
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT. COUNSEL WAIVED READING. 
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARING. WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING. _ V WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
COURT GAVE THE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
WRITTEN OFFER SIGNED BY DEFENDANT AND FILED WITH THE COURT. 
COURT ACCEPTED WAIVER. 
DEFEND!\N.LWA~BOUND OVER TO DISTRICT COURT. 
~6~TT~~~~E.21~~~;-E~gCO~INf~~~~5 an-) 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TO BE HELD SEE PAGE 2 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES COURT GRANTED. 
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM 
CASE DISMISSED/REDUCED AFTER PRELIM 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION. 
BOND WILL REMAIN THE SAME. OR. RELEASE 
BOND RESET AT $ ___ (BOND IS FOR THIS CASE Of'.JL Y, Ur-JLESS OTHERWISE POSTED) 
DEFENDANT TO ENROLL IN COURT COMF'LlANCE UPON RELEASE/BOND 
CONDITIONS OF BOND: ____________________ _ 
STATE DISMISSED THE 
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO:. 
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
DEFENDANT ENTERED GU!L.TY PLEA TO THE REDUCED CHARGE. 
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA SET FOR SENTENCING ON 
._-_._----._. __ .--
. __ ._---_._-_ .. _----_ .. _ .... _. __ . __ ._-_._ .. _._------
----_._. __ .... - .. _--_ ... _--_._-_ .. -._--.-................. _. _. __ .-...... - ... - .-..... __ .- ..... _. 7 
~OISl RIel COURT 
TWIN FALLS CO.lD/~HQ 
FILED 
2009ttAR 27 PM 2: t 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI~.J OF THE_---::-:-:::-:::-:-:; 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWltlmTS-- CLERK" 
MAGISTRATE COURT DEPUTY 















TIME WAIVER FOR 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
-------------------------) 
I understand that I have the right to have a preliminary hearing conducted within 
14 days of my initial appearance if I am in custody, and within 21 days of my initial 
appearance if I have posted bailor have otherwise been released from custody. By 
executing this document, I preserve my right to have a preliminary hearing, but waive 
my right to have the preliminary hearing held within the above time constraints. 
I further acknowledge that the preliminary hearing will be rescheduled at the 
court's convenience and that the preliminary hearing can be held beyond the times 
required by Idaho Criminal Rule 5.1. There have been no promises made to me in 
exchange for executing this waiver. 




TIME WAIVER FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
k; ??{ & Q It-/ 
COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
ATTY: ______________________ ___ 
~ Defendant. 
D In Custody [QP"j\(ot Present D Failed to Appear 
THE DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH: ________________________________ _ 
H S:5 C":SS {1<,)1 he (!. /Iee/ r;;5 fA h:s la u e.e "" 
COURT REVIEWED THE FILE. 
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT. COUNSEL WAIVED READING. 
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARlt\lG. WRITTEf\l WAIVER FILED 
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING. WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
COURT GAVE THE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
WRITTEN OFFER SIGf\lED BY DEFENDANT AND FILED WITH THE COURT. 
;:7 COURT ACCEPTED WAIVER. 
DEFENDANT WAS BOUND OVER TO DISTRICT COURT. 
STATE / DEFEr\lSE REQUESTED A CONTINUANCE. 
CONTINUED TO: ______________________________ _ 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TO BE HELD SEE PAGE 2 ._--
COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES COURT GRANTED. 
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM 
CASE DISMISSED/REDUCED AFTER PRELIM 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION. 
BOND WILL REMAIN THE SAME. OR RELEASE 
BOND RESET AT $ (BOND IS FOR THIS CASE ONLY, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED) 
DEFENDANT TO ENROLL IN COURT COMPLIANCE UPON RELEASE/BOND 
CONDITIONS OF BOND: 
-------------
STATE DISMISSED THE 
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO: 
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS !N I HIS MATTER. 
____ DEFEf\lDANT Er\lTERED GUILTY PLEA TO THE REDUCED CHARGE. 
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA. SET FOR SENTENCING ON 
------------
2009 APR 11 AM 9: 0 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN5F:ALtS' .-" .. ~:: 
MAGISTRATE COURT ~ 
DEPUTY 











Case No. CR 
Plaintiff, 




By signing this document, the undersigned defendant hereby waives the right to 
have a preliminary hearing in this matter. By waiving my right to have a preliminary 
hearing, I am not admitting guilt in this matter, but am acknowledging that the state 
could produce sufficient evidence for the court to bind me over to the district court to 
answer to the charge of: ?d>5, ~f, 5~s. . I understand that by waiving the 
preliminary hearing, the magistrate will bind the case over to district court for me to 
answer these charge(s). 
I have discussed the consequences of waiving the preliminary hearing with my 
attorney. Being fully advised, I hereby waive my right to a preliminary hearing in this 
case. 
WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
Lll5i 
WIN f 
2009 APR 11 At1 9: 0 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlq~LQE-r:HE·-·o<·-·CLE.R~\ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FA~~ 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION LQJ DEPUTY ---'-









Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2009-0002955 
vs. 
KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, 
ORDER HOLDING 
DEFENDANT TO ANSWER TO 
DISTRICT COURT 
Defendant. 
Defendant having freely, knowingly and voluntarily waived a preliminary 
hearing, I order that defendant be held to answer to the charge(s) of: 
137 -2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession Of in the District Court. 
From the evidence presented, I find that the offense(s) of: 
137-2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession Of has/have been 
committed and there is sufficient cause to believe the defendant is guilty 
thereof. I order that defendant be held to answer in the District Court. 
(~~-DATED ---"-_L..:::::-._~_--,,----,I_1--'-,-O=--9-1--_ ) 
CC: Grant Loebs 
Marilyn Paul 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER TO DISTRICT COURT - 1 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attomey 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
r,'l r l.11 1: 15 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 09-2955 
INFORMATION FOR A FELONY, NAMELY: 
Possession of a Controlled Substance 
DOB
SSN
Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attomey for Twin Falls County, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now into said District Court of the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, and gives 
the Court to understand and be informed that KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, the above-named 
defendant, is accused by this Information of the crime of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, a Felony. 
Information - 1 
nDI 
t,j ! \ ! 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.e. 37-2732(c)(1) 
That the Defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, on or about the 18th day of March, 
2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State ofIdaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, 
to-wit: amphetamine and/or methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in violation 
ofIdaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1). 
6t 
DATED this ~I/ day of April, 2009. 
Jill . Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Information - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of Cl(.VvcQ ,2009, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Information, thereof into the mail slot for The Office of the Public Defender located 
at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every 
morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
Information - 3 
tLt/;XClbL,* ~\ Cl, \J e' ClUl'~J 
Elizab~th A. Vedvig 
Case Assistant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
Pr1 5: 36 
!) DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
if UnfoSv6 
[I ARRAIGNMENT 6w[ 1 STATUS ~ [1 CHANGE OF PLEA 
JrPPEARANCES: ' , LA / 
[1 Defendant tJtAi;! "n:;l4/., :z= 
[ 1 Def. Atty ;- ?iiiiL~(f'dJ{l 
[1 SENTENCING [1 OTHER ________ _ 
[1 Pros, Atty ~ tlPtLp~ 
[ 1 Other ' ---LL-
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
~
Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and ail legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
Defendant indicated he/she understands 
J Waived right to counsel §.JYVaived reading of information 
[\(Court appointed Public Defender [ 1 Confinfed [ 1 Conflict [ 1 Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: Days for trial 
[ 1 Set for Jury Trial [ ) Pretrial [ 1 Status discovery deadline ___ _ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ 1 Defendant duly sworn in and testified, 
[ 1 Charge amended Plea to _______________________ _ 
[ 1 Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [1 Drug Court [1 Status ______ _ 
[ 1 Plea of guilty accepted by Court [) Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [1 Sentencing date ______________ _ 
[] I.C.19-2S24 [ 1 Updated PSR [1 Alcohol eval [1 Controlled substance eval [1 Mental Health eva I [1 Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: [1 Counsel addressed court, 
[ ) Released on OR [1 Released back on probation [1 Bail set at _____ [ 1 Court Compliance Program [1 Bond condition order signed 
[ 1 Motion for bond reduction denied [ 1 UA per week [ ) Reside at _________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [ 1 Counsel gave recommendations to the court, 
[ 1 Penitentiary Determinate ______ Indeterminate _____ [) Concurrent with ___ [) Consecutive to ___ _ 
[ 1 120 [)180 days retained jurisdiction [1 Probation time [1 Withheld judgment 
[ ) Fine Fine suspended [ 1 Court Costs [ 1 Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[ ) Public Defender reimbursement _____ ICR33D2 (prosecutor fee) ________ [1 Restitution Amount ________ _ 
I lPayments to begin __________ at, ______ per month [1 Final payment due by _____ _ 
[ 1 Days discretionary Credit for ____ days, [ 1 ___ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing _____ _ 
[ 1 County jail as term of probation ______ [ 1 Suspended county jail [ 1 Work Release if approved 
[ 1 Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [1 Hair Follicle Test ___ per year [lRandom __ UA's per week for __ days 
[ 1 Drug rehabilitation rec, by probation officer [ 1 Financial Counseling [ 1 Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ 1 Apologize to victim within ___ days [ 1 No alcohol [ 1 Not frequent bars [1 No drugs(unless prescribed) 
[ 1 Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [1 Attend AA/NA x per [1 week [1 Sponsor by ___ _ 
[ 1 Job Search [ 1 Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ 1 GED to be completed by _______ _ 
[ ) Polygraph test [1 Chemical tests [1 Waive 4th amendment rights to search [) Mental Health Evaluation by _________ _ 
[ 1 Driving privileges suspended yrs [ 1 ___ yrs absolute [llnterlock Device ______ _ 
[ 1 Community service ___ hours within days [) Advise of address change 
[ 1 Waive extradition [ 1 Comply with all court orders [1 No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19-2S24 Treatment 
[) Enroll 
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[] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [] Attend AA/NA x per [] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[1 Job Search [] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ ] GED to be completed by _______ _ 
[ ] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [1 Waive 4th amendment rights to search [1 Mental Health Evaluation by _________ _ 
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[ ) Motion for bond reduction denied [) UA per week [ ) Reside at _________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [ 1 Counsel gave recommendations to the court, 
[) Penitentiary Determinate _______ lndeterminate ________ [) Concurrent with _____ [) Consecutive to ___ _ 
[ ) 120 [ )180 days retained jurisdiction [) Probation time [ ) Withheld judgment 
[ ) Fine Fine suspended [) Court Costs [) Court Compliance Fee ___________ _ 
[ ) Public Defender reimbursement ______ ICR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) _________ [) Restitution Amount ________ _ 
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STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
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COMES NOW the above named Defendant, Kimberly Jones, by and through her attorney 
Robin Weeks, Twin Falls County Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable 
COUli pursuant to I.C.R. 12(b)(3) and 47 to suppress all evidence obtained as a result of an illegal 
search on the evening of March 18, 2009 or, in the alternative, dismiss the charge of Possession 
of a Controlled Substance. 
Ms. Jones contends that her arrest for reckless and/or inattentive driving exceeded the 
permissions granted to officers to an'est those who violate the provisions of Title 49. See I.C. 49-
1409, 49-1407, 49-1405(1 )(t), 49-1405(2). See also State v. Foldesi, 131 Idaho 778, 781-82 
(Ct.App. 1998). Because evidence sought to be used against Ms. Jones was found in a search of 
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her person incident to that arrest, it must be suppressed as fruit of the poisonous tree. Wong Sun 
v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963). 
Oral argument is requested. A more detailed Memorandum in Support of this Motion will 
follow in advance of the hearing date. 
RESPECTFULL Y SUBM1TTED this &~ay of May, 2009. 
Robin Weeks 
Deputy Public Defender 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to 
Suppress or Dismiss was delivered to the following on the/Y day of May, 2009, by placing it 
in the appropriate box at the Twin Falls County Courthouse. 
Jill Sweesy 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor 
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KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
Defendant. 
This matter came on for an Arraignment on April 27, 2009, before the Honorable 
G. Richard Bevan, District Judge. The above-named defendant appeared with counsel, 
Robin Weeks; the State of Idaho was represented by Jill Sweesy, Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County, Idaho. An oral request and stipulation for mutual discovery having 
been entered before this court, the compliance date for discovery is set on or before 
August 21, 2009. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. Discovery: All parties will comply with the requirements of Rule 16, 
I.C.R., and use good faith and reasonable diligence in making timely 
compliance with all discovery; if an extension is necessary, a written request 
will be made on or before the compliance date set in this Order. 
2. Motions: Defendant is hereby ordered to file all pretrial motions governed by 
Rule12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no later than 14 days after the compliance date 
set for discovery or otherwise show good cause, upon formal motion, why such 
time limits should be enlarged. All such motions must be brought on for hearing 
within fourteen (14) days after filing or forty-eight (48) hours before trial, whichever 
is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than five (5) days 
prior to the pretrial conference. 
3. Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge 
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assigned to this case intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). 
Notice is given that if there are multiple defendants, any disqualification 
pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior determination under I.C.R. 
25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the following judges who 
have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Butler, 
Crabtree, Elgee, Higer, Hurlbutt, Meehl, Melanson, Stoker and Wood. 
4. Status Conference: A Status Conference will be held on August 31, 
2009 at 9:30 am wherein the defendant(s) must be personally present in 
court. 
5. Pretrial Conference: A Pretrial Conference will be held on September 
18, 2009 at 11 :00 am, wherein the defendant must be personally present in 
court. At this conference, each party shall: (A) provide the court with a 
completed exhibit list in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 attached) 
together with one complete, duplicate marked set of that party's proposed 
exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to counsel for the 
other party a copy of the completed exhibit list and duplicate copy of that 
party's marked exhibits. Unless otherwise ordered, the State shall identify 
exhibits beginning with the number "1," and the defendant shall utilize 
exhibits beginning with the letter "A." Counsel for each party shall also 
deliver a written list of prospective witnesses to the court and counsel for all 
other parties at Pre-trial Conference. 
6. Exhibits: Counsel will meet with the clerk to mark and/or to stipulate to 
exhibits on the date of pretrial conference. 
7. Witness List. Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's 
witnesses has been propounded, not less than seven (7) days prior to trial, each 
party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed witness list together with a copy 
for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to Counsel for each other party a 
copy of the completed witness list. 
8. Jury Instructions: Pursuant to Rule 30(a), I.C.R., each party is directed 
to file written requests for jury instructions no later than five (5) days prior to 
the pretrial conference. 
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NOTICE OF TRIAL: 
Jury Trial is set for September 29, 2009 at 9:00 am; 2 days are reserved 
for trial. 
Time calculations are governed by Idaho Criminal Rules. 
c: Grant Loebs 
Marilyn Paul 
Jury Commissioner 
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~. Richard Bevan 
/ District Judge 
EXHIBIT LIST 
______ , DISTRICT JUDGE 
______ , DEPUTY CLERK 
______ ,COURTREPORTER 
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COMES NOW, the Defendant, Kimberly Jones, by and through her attorney Robin 
Weeks, Twin Falls County Deputy Public Defender, and provides the following Memorandum in 
Support of her Motion to Dismiss or Suppress, previously filed on May 28,2009. 
FACTS 
On information and belief, the relevant facts are as follows: 
On March 18,2009, Officer Todd Rudner observed a white Pontiac, driven by the 
defendant, Kimberly Jones, almost strike two vehicles and thereafter exceed the speed limit. 
Because Officer Rudner was driving an unmarked vehicle at the time, he called in the vehicle's 
registration and, upon observing a marked patrol vehicle (driven by Officer Harbans Thiara), 
requested that a stop be performed. Before Officer Thiara could initiate the traffic stop, Officer 
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Rudner engaged in a verbal conversation with Ms. Jones through the windows of their vehicles, 
wherein Officer Rudner attempted to communicate that Ms. Jones must pull her vehicle over so 
that Officer Thiara in the marked patrol vehicle could make contact with her. Misunderstanding 
the directions, Ms. Jones instead attempted to follow Officer Thiara's patrol vehicle, which 
thwarted that officer's attempts to maneuver to a position behind Ms. Jones' vehicle. Eventually, 
Officer Thiara pulled off the road and Ms. Jones stopped her vehicle behind him. Officer Rudner 
also pulled over behind Ms. Jones. 
Officers Thiara and Rudner approached Ms. Jones' vehicle together, and both explained 
to her the problems they had with her initial driving pattern and with her actions in following 
behind Officer Thiara's patrol vehicle. Officer Rudner asked Ms. Jones for her driver's license, 
registration, and insurance, and, about a minute and a half later, Officer Thiara asked Ms. Jones 
if she would mind ifthey searched her car. l Ms. Jones declined to grant permission for the 
search, whereupon Officer Thiara announced: "What I can do, then, is I can call for a K9 officer 
and have the K9 run around the car and we can check it that way .... We have a K9 coming in 
route right now, he'll be here shortly.,,2 After that, when Ms. Jones indicated that she would like 
to be on her way, Officer Thiara told her, "We have someone on the way, so .... ,,3 
Officer Thiara thereafter collected her information and, while he stood by, Officer 
Rudner questioned Ms. Jones about her erratic driving, noticed that she didn't have a seatbelt on, 
and offered to give her a seatbelt citation rather than a more expensive infraction.4 While Officer 
I Officer Thiara recorded the encounter on his audio recorder. Officer Rudner can be heard asking for Ms. Jones' 
driver's license around J minute 35 seconds into the recording, and Officer Thiara can be heard asking for consent 
to search the vehicle around 3 minutes into the recording. 
2 Quoted section a close approximation of what Officer Thiara can be heard saying on the audio recording around 3 
minutes, 10 seconds into Officer Thiara's recording. Ms. Jones' examination of the dispatch record can see no 
indication that a K9 officer was ever requested or dispatched, though Officer Rudner's Supplemental RepOli 
indicates that he did make that request. 
3 This exchange can be heard approximately 3 minutes and SO seconds into Officer Thiara's recording 
4 Officer Rudner's conversation with Ms. Jones about her seatbelt occurs approximately 6 minutes SO seconds into 
Officer Thiara's recording. 
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Thiara continued to stand by, Officer Rudner went on to question Ms. Jones about her employer, 
whether her erratic driving was a result of running away from something, and whether she has 
issues with drug use, which she denied. Officer Thiara continued the questioning by asking 
questions about items visible inside her vehicle, such as cell phone chargers. Finally, over nine 
minutes into the stop, Officer Rudner asked Officer Thiara to begin filling out the seatbelt 
citation, indicating that he will sign it himself later. 5 Officer Thiara agreed and, after a final 
word to Ms. Jones about the folly of following police cars, retired to his patrol vehicle. 
Shortly before Officer Thiara began filling out the citation, Sergeant Ryan Howe arrived 
to assist6 and, once Thiara was in his patrol car, consulted with Officer Rudner. After a brief, low 
conversation, Sgt. Howe advised Officer Rudner that he likely had enough to make an arrest for 
reckless driving. 7 As Officer Rudner began to explain to Ms. Jones his serious concerns 
regarding her driving pattern, Sgt. Howe retreated from Ms. Jones' vehicle, but soon approached 
again to suggest that they could also do Field Sobriety Tests (hereafter FST's).8 Officer Rudner 
agreed and Sgt. Howe immediately initiated the testing.9 
Though Sgt. Howe noted that Ms. Jones' pupils were smaller than expected, she passed 
the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) test. Ms. Jones missed heel-to-toe and made an improper 
turn during the "walk and turn" test, but performed the "one-leg stand" test appropriately but for 
a bend in her leg. On the "Romberg balance" test, she counted silently to 30 in approximately 22 
5 Officer Rudner asks Officer Thiara to begin filling out the citation around 9 minutes 10 seconds into Thiara's 
recording. 
6 The Dispatch Record indicates that Sgt. Howe arrived 8 minutes and 14 seconds after the original stop. 
7 Sgt. Howe also recorded the encounter, which begins approximately 9 minutes 15 seconds into Officer Thiara's 
recording. The first part of Sgt. Howe's comments are very muffled. 
8 Sgt. Howe can be heard suggesting "FST's" to Officer Rudner approximately 1 minute 30 seconds into Sgt. 
Howe's recording, approximately 45 seconds after the end of the initial consultation. 
9 Sgt. Howe can be heard removing Ms. Jones from her vehicle to begin FST's approximately I minute 37 seconds 
into Sgt. Howe's recording. It is noted that this time stamp indicates that almost II minutes have elapsed since the 
beginning ofthe stop. 
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seconds which, together with her small pupils, led Sgt. Howe to believe that Ms. Jones was 
possibly under the influence of methamphetamine. 
Following the completion of the FST's, Sgt. Howe had Ms. Jones sit on the bumper of 
her vehicle while he consulted with Officer Rudner. 10 Sgt. Howe described Ms. Jones' 
performance on the FST's and indicated a suspicion that she may be under the influence of 
methamphetamine or opiates. The officers discussed a K9 search and decided not to proceed 
with that option. This decision was, in large part, due to Officer Howe's explanation that he had 
seen a K9 indicate on Ms. Jones' vehicle in the past, but nothing was found in her car and she 
would not consent to a search of her person. ll After discussion of her driving pattern and rate of 
speed, Sgt. Howe agreed with Officer Rudner that "she can go in for reckless" and they decided 
to "go ahead and do that.,,12 Sgt. Howe then put Ms. Jones in handcuffs and advised her that she 
was "being arrested for reckless driving.,,13 He also mentioned that "we're also looking at a 
suspicion ofDUI. It's not DUI-alcohol, it's DUI-drugs.,,14 
Following Ms. Jones' arrest, officers searched her person and her vehicle l5 incident to her 
arrest. During the search, after prompting by the officers, Ms. Jones admitted she had a 
methamphetamine pipe in her bra. The pipe tested positive for methamphetamine and she was 
charged with Possession of a Controlled Substance-Methamphetamine. Citations were issued for 
10 It is unknown whether Officer Thiara was involved in the consultation. His audio recording device did not appear 
to be close enough to the conversation to record it. 
II Sgt. Howe describes his past experience with Ms. Jones and 1<9 searches around 10 minutes into his recording. He 
also included that experience in his supplemental incident report. 
12 This exchange can be heard approximately 10 minutes 30 seconds into Sgt. Howe's recording. 
13 Ms. Jones was arrested approximately 10 minutes 43 seconds into Sgt. Howe's recording and 19 minutes, 45 
seconds into Officer Thiara's recording. 
14 Sgt Howe mentions his suspicions about a DUI approximately ten seconds after he begins the arrest on both his 
own and Officer Thiara's recordings. 
15 It is noted that the recent case of Arizona v. Gunt, 556 U.S. _; No. 07-542 (Slip Op., April21, 2009), decided a 
month after this incident, seems to prohibit vehicle searches such as this one. However, because the vehicle search 
did not yield any evidence sought to be used against Ms. Jones, she will not raise that issue here. 
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"Reckless inattentive driving 49-1401(3),,16 and for "Seat belt violation 49-673." 17 No further 
investigation was conducted into the officers' suspicions ofDUI-drugs and Ms. Jones was not 
charged with that crime. 
ISSUE 
The traffic stop initiated by law enforcement exceeded the permissible scope of the 
Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 17 
of the Idaho Constitution. Officers abandoned the legitimate purposes of the traffic stop to 
conduct an unrelated drug investigation, unlawfully detained Ms. Jones without a reasonable and 
articulable suspicion of criminal activity, and made statements to Ms. Jones which erroneously 
implied that they had legal authority to search her vehicle. Though this illegal detention did not 
result in a coerced consent, it serves as evidence that law enforcement conducted their 
investigation and ultimately decided to arrest Ms. Jones as a mere pretext, in order to create an 
excuse to search her person and property. 
Most importantly, officers lacked the statutory authority to arrest Ms. Jones on the charge 
of Reckless driving, a violation ofLC. § 49-1401(1) or for Inattentive driving, a violation ofI.C. 
§ 49-1401 (3), and, though they indicated that they intended to continue an investigation into a 
potential charge of DUI, did not expressly arrest or charge her for that offense. This Court should 
then find that her arrest was illegal and that all evidence discovered and all statements made by 
Ms. Jones as a result of that arrest are subject to the exclusionary rule and should be suppressed 
under the Fourth Amendment and/or the greater protections provided by the Idaho Constitution, 
Art. I. §17. WongSunv. United States, 371 U. S. 471,488 (1963). 
16 Ms. Jones was charged by the State of Idaho with Inattentive/Careless driving in Twin Falls County Case number 
CR 09-2954, currently pending jury trial before the Honorable Roger Harris. 
17 Copies of both citations are attached as Exhibits A and B. 
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CASE LAW AND ANALYSIS 
Section III, below, details Ms. Jones' main argument that she was unlawfully arrested for 
violation of a Title 49 crime and that all evidence discovered and statements made after the time 
of her arrest should be suppressed. Because she anticipates that the State will seek to argue that 
she was also arrested on suspicion of DUI-drugs, Section I argues that her illegal detention prior 
to the FST's rendered all evidence gained from the FST's inadmissible, and Section II argues 
that law enforcement did not 1) have a reasonable suspicion of DUI, 2) have probable cause to 
arrest for DUI, or 3) actually arrest for DUI. Section IV argues that the Idaho Constitution 
supports suppression. A brief conclusion follows Section IV. 
I. Ms. Jones Was Illegally Detained 
In Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1,22 (1968), the United States Supreme Court held that when 
"a police officer observes unusual conduct which leads him reasonably to conclude in light of his 
experience that criminal activity may be afoot" he may stop the individual to investigate. The 
officer's conclusion, however, cannot simply be a hunch, but must be "a reasonable articulable 
suspicion that criminal activity is occurring." State v. DuValt, 131 Idaho 550, 553 (1998). As is 
explained below, this doctrine is true even when the subject is already legally stopped because of 
a traffic infraction-an officer may not take advantage of the traffic stop to investigate other 
crimes for which he lacks a reasonable and articulable suspicion. 
In a similar case, the Idaho Court of Appeals considered a situation where offIcers 
effected a traffic stop on a vehicle, questioned the driver about possible illegal substances and, 
when he refused to consent to a search of his vehicle, deployed a drug-detection canine, all while 
neglecting to perform the procedures necessary to issue the traffic citation. State v. Aguirre, 141 
Idaho 560 (Ct.App. 2005). The Aguirre Court emphasized that "[ w ]here a person is detained, the 
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scope of detention must be carefully tailored to its underlying justification" and that "an 
investigative detention 'must be temporary and last no longer than is necessary to effectuate the 
purpose of the stop. '" ld. at 563. (Quoting Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 500 (1983). The 
Aguirre Court further explained that, in that case: 
the collective effort of the police was uniformly directed at a drug investigation 
completely umelated to the traffic stop. The purpose that justified the stop - the 
issuance of a traffic citation - was immediately abandoned .... When the officers 
requested permission to search the truck and then employed a drug dog, they did 
so without reasonable suspicion of a drug-related offense. 
ld. at 564. The Aguirre Court then concluded that "the use of the drug dog impermissibly 
extended the duration of the detention authorized by Terry" and affirmed the suppression of the 
gun found inside the vehicle. 
In another case, State v. Gutierrez, 137 Idaho 647, 651, 51 P.3d 461 (Ct.App. 2002), the 
officer completed the purpose of the traffic stop, but then, giving no indication that the driver and 
his passengers could leave, proceeded to ask probing questions of an accusatory tenor. The Idaho 
COUli of Appeals held that, even though the questioning only lasted between 60 and 90 seconds, 
it was an unlawful extension of the traffic stop such that the driver's consent to search the 
vehicle, given during that period of questioning, was ineffective. ld. at 652. This, even though 
the officer noticed that the driver and at least one of the passengers appeared nervous, and that 
the driver answered questions while averting his eyes and making overly dramatic gestures with 
his hands, which the officer believed was indicative of deceptive answers. ld. at 650. 
By contrast, in State v. Silva, 134 Idaho 848, 11 P.3d 44 eCt. App. 2000), the Idaho Court 
of Appeals upheld police actions when brief questions were asked which did not relate to the 
stop before the purpose of the stop was fulfilled. Specifically, it held that "[t]he additional 
second or two that [the officer] took to ask for consent and in which Silva replied in the 
affirmative was objectively reasonable." ld. at 853, emphasis added. 
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In the case at bar, Officers Rudner and Thiara detained Ms. Jones a full nine minutes 
before either of them began to complete paperwork for a violation of traffic codes. During that 
time, it is true that officers directed several questions toward her driving pattern and lectured her 
repeatedly and at length regarding her shortcomings as a driver. However, several minutes ofthat 
interim was spent asking probing questions regarding potential drug use, asking for consent to 
search her vehicle, advising her that a K9 would come to the scene regardless of her consent, and 
then circling back to interrogate her again about the reasons she was driving erratically in an 
apparent attempt to elicit an admission that she was fleeing from a crime scene. At no time 
during this period did either Officer Rudner or Officer Thiara indicate to her that they had 
detected evidence that she was driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs or indicate that 
they would be performing FST's to determine if she was impaired. Indeed, part of their 
conversation was directed toward assuring her that they only intended to issue a citation for not 
wearing her seatbelt. 
Clearly, both of the initial officers abandoned the legitimate purpose of the traffic stop to 
conduct an unrelated drug investigation, without a reasonable and articulable suspicion that Ms. 
Jones was engaged in criminal activity. Ms. Jones believes it is apparent that the officers 
intended to delay her detention until a K9 unit could arrive, as both officers appear to have 
intended that a K9 search occur. That the delay allowed Sgt. Howe, rather than a K9, to arrive 
over eight minutes into the stop should not trigger a different result than if a K9 had arrived at 
that same time and indicated the presence of illegal substances in Ms. Jones' vehicle. Their 
illegal delay for any kind of expeliise should result in the exclusion of the fruits of that delay and 
the suppression of any alleged evidence gained by that expertise. 
Though Ms. Jones is aware of no case law which requires suppression of human law 
enforcement expeliise following an illegal detention, such a result is an easy extrapolation from 
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the case law mentioned above. Had at least one of the officers dedicated himself to the purpose 
of the stop, rather than questioning Ms. Jones about unrelated matters, she would have been 
released and on her way before Sgt. Howe arrived. Any observations made by Sgt. Howe, then, 
were obtained as a direct result of her illegal detention and should be suppressed. 
Regardless, even if the Court allows the observations of Sgt. Howe to be used as 
evidence against Ms. Jones, it should be clear that no valid arrest was made for suspicion of 
Driving Under the Influence. 
II. Officers did not Arrest Ms. Jones for Driving Under the Influence-Nor Did Officers 
Have Probable Cause to do so nor Reasonable Suspicion to Investigate 
As with any crime, law enforcement must have a reasonable suspicion of criminal 
activity before they can detain an individual to investigate a potential charge of Driving Under 
the Influence. See Terry, 392 U.S. at 22, State v. Ferriera, 133 Idaho 474, 480-81 (Ct.App. 
1999). Then, only if their investigation provides probable cause to believe that an individual has 
been driving under the influence can they effect an arrest for that crime. 1 8 In this case, officers 
had neither reasonable suspicion ofDUI before they detained her to perform the field sobriety 
tests nor probable cause to arrest Ms. Jones for DUI after the field sobriety tests were complete. 
Most importantly, it should be clear that the language of the officers upon her arrest made it clear 
that she was not arrested for DUI, but for reckless driving. 
A. Officers did not have a reasonable suspicion of DUl 
As detailed above, Officers Rudner and Thiara had detained Ms. Jones for a full eight 
minutes prior to Sgt. Howe's arrival and for over ten minutes before he suggested sobriety 
18 It is noted in candor to the Court that, according to In re Driver's License Suspension o/Thol71pson, 138 Idaho 
513, 514- I 5 (Ct.App. 2003), the standard of "legal cause" in reference to an arrest for blood or breath testing on 
suspicion of DUI referred to in I.e. J8-8002( 4)(b) could mean either "reasonable suspicion" or "probable cause." 
The Thompson Court specifically does not choose between the two options because it finds that clear probable cause 
existed in the case, such that a decision on the issue was not necessary. Ms. Jones contends, together with the united 
position of the parties in Thompson, that any arrest that extends beyond a simple Terry investigative stop should 
require probable caLise to believe that the arrestee is guilty of the crime for which she is arrested. 
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testing. Not once during that time did either of the original officers mention to Ms. Jones or to 
each other that they suspected she might be driving under the influence of an intoxicating 
substance. Indeed, their initial protracted conversation with her seemed to suggest an inclination 
to minimize, rather than maximize, the legal consequences of the traffic stop. Until Sgt. Howe 
arrived, neither gave any indication to suggest that they were considering an arrest or even 
considering testing for anything beyond that which might be detected by a K9. 
When Sgt. Howe arrived, the tenor of the stop abruptly changed. Sgt. Howe had 
information that Ms. Jones had previously been in a vehicle upon which a K9 had indicated, 
suggesting controlled substances were present, but that occasion yielded a fruitless search. Based 
on that prior encounter, Sgt. Howe seemed to have an unconfirmed hunch that any drugs which 
Ms. Jones may have in her possession would likely be concealed on her person. Believing that a 
simple K9 free air search would again be fruitless, Sgt. Howe apparently recognized that he 
needed an excuse to arrest Ms. Jones so that a search of her person could be performed. 
In his Incident Report, Sgt. Howe reports that Detective Rudner had described Ms. Jones' 
driving pattern to him and that, when he was speaking to her, he noticed that she was being very 
fidgety, could not sit still, and that she spoke quickly. That the next sentence in his report details 
his initiation of the FST's seems to indicate that those conversations with Officer Rudner and 
Ms. Jones preceded the FST's. A careful review of the audio recording, however, indicates that 
he did not speak directly to Ms. Jones until he asked her to exit her vehicle to begin the FST's 
and that his brief initial conversation with Officer Rudner primarily consisted of Sgt. Howe 
encouraging Officer Rudner to arrest Ms. Jones, ifhe could. Approximately 45 seconds after he 
presented his request for her arrest, he re-approached Officer Rudner to suggest that FST's be 
performed. 
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It is well established that a pretextual subjective intent on the part oflaw enforcement 
does not, by itself, render otherwise legal actions illegal. See Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 
806, 811-13 (1996),Scottv. United States, 436 U.S. 128, 136, 138(1978). When present, 
however, a strong apparent pretext can serve to highlight areas where law enforcement officers 
have imagined evidence where none existed or have inflated ambiguous observations into an 
unreasonable "suspicion" of criminal activity. 
In the case at bar, it is unreasonable to suggest that Sgt. Howe observed, from afar and in 
45 seconds, reasonable indicia of controlled substance impairment which Officers Rudner and 
Thiara missed during their previous ten minute conversation with Ms. Jones. This, especially, 
given the sequence of events upon his arrival, wherein he first requested an arrest, if possible, for 
reckless driving and then, on the strength of only an additional 45 seconds remote observation, 
suggested that FST's be performed. Those actions indicate that the FST's were not designed to 
investigate a reasonable and articulable suspicion of DUI, but were instead a premeditated 
fishing expedition, searching for probable cause to effect an arrest which would allow him to 
search Ms. Jones' person. 
All evidence gained from Sgt. Howe's unlawful extension of the already extended stop 
should be suppressed. 
B. Officers did not have probable cause to arrest/or DUl 
During her performance ofthe FST's, Ms. Jones arguably passed all but one test. The 
HGN test, the one-leg stand, and the Romberg balance test were all completed at a level which 
could arguably be expected of any sober individual. Officer Howe could find no fault with the 
HGN, only criticized the bend in Ms. Jones' lifted leg during the one leg stand, and then 
mysteriously focused on an eight-second difference between Ms. Jones' estimate of thirty 
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seconds and the thirty seconds measured by his timepiece. Of the four tests, only the walk-and-
turn scored multiple points of deviation from the instructions. 
More than her actual performance on the FST's, Sgt. Howe's reaction to her performance 
is telling. Rather than immediately concluding that she was impaired by controlled substances, 
and arresting her to conduct blood or urine testing, he seated her on the bumper of her car and 
consulted with Officer Rudner, whom he again encouraged to effect an arrest for reckless 
driving. This conduct makes it apparent that, rather than believing that he possessed probable 
cause to arrest Ms. Jones for DUI, Sgt. Howe was uncertain as to his legal standing on the DUI 
and, therefore, needed something more to justify the arrest. 
C. Ms. Jones was 110t actually arrested/or DUI 
Regardless of whether law enforcement had reasonable suspicion ofDUI or probable 
cause to arrest Ms. Jones for DUI, no arrest for DUI actually took place. Not one of the Incident 
Reports prepared by the officers involved in her arrest alleged that she was arrested for DUI, but 
instead each reports that she was arrested for Reckless / Inattentive driving. The language Sgt. 
Howe used when he atTested her made it clear that she was being arrested for reckless driving, 
but that they would also be looking at a suspicion of DUI-drugs. No citation was completed for 
DUI. Beyond the FST's, no evidentiary testing was performed to determine if Ms. Jones was 
impaired by controlled substances. In all respects, it is apparent that, regardless of evidentiary 
legal standards or law enforcement's intentions toward the DUI, Ms. Jones was only arrested for 
the charge of Reckless / Inattentive driving. Therefore, if the Court should find that the Reckless 
/ Inattentive driving arrest was illegal and invalid, Ms. Jones' arrest cannot be validated just 
because officers also mentioned that they were still looking into a charge of DUI. 
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III. Ms. Jones Was Illegally Arrested for a Violation of an I.e. Title 49 Crime 
It is noted preliminarily that, though officers verbally arrested Ms. Jones for "Reckless 
driving," the citation charged the crime of "Reckless inattentive driving 49-1401(3).,,19 I.e. §49-
1401(1) contains the definition of Reckless driving, while I.C. §49-1401(3) defines Inattentive 
driving, considered a lesser offense than Reckless driving. Again, Ms. Jones was charged by the 
State with only Inattentive driving. To be thorough, this analysis will assume she was arrested 
for the more serious charge of Reckless driving, as was verbalized by Sgt. Howe. 
In the 1998 case of State v. Foldesi, 131 Idaho 778, the Idaho Court of Appeals 
invalidated an arrest for a violation of Title 49. In that case, after a traffic stop was performed on 
a vehicle, the driver, Yvonne Holloway, produced an expired driver's license, whereupon she 
was arrested for a violation ofI.C. § 49-301. Michael Foldesi, her passenger and the owner of the 
car, resisted officers' efforts to search the vehicle incident to Holloway's arrest and was therefore 
anested himself for a violation of I.e. § 18-705. Foldesi sought suppression of the drugs and 
paraphernalia which were located in the vehicle during the search. 
After deciding that Foldesi had standing to contest the search of his vehicle even though 
it was performed subsequent to the arrest of the driver, the Court of Appeals focused its analysis 
on I.C. 49-1409 and 49-1407, which provide, in relevant pmi, as follows: 
49-1409. ISSUANCE OF TRAFFIC CITATION. Whenever a person is halted by 
a peace officer for a misdemeanor traffic violation and is not taken before a 
magistrate as required or permitted by this title, the officer shall issue a citation as 
provided by section 19-3901, Idaho Code, and by rule of the supreme comi. 
49-1407. WHEN PEACE OFFICER HAS OPTION TO TAKE PERSON 
BEFORE A MAGISTRATE. Whenever any person is halted by a peace officer 
for any misdemeanor violation of the provisions of this title and is not required to 
be taken before a magistrate, the person shall, in the discretion of the officer, 
either be given a traffic citation or be taken without unnecessary delay before the 
proper magistrate as specified in section 49-1411, Idaho Code, in the following 
cases: 
19 Exhibit A. 
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(l) When the person does not furnish satisfactory evidence of identity or when 
the officer has reasonable and probable grounds to believe the person will 
disregard a written promise to appear in court. 
Emphasis added. After noting that no statute required the officer to arrest the driver for the 
offense of driving with an expired license, the Court of Appeals found that the arrest of the driver 
was illegal because she had provided sufficient information to establish her identity and because 
there was no evidence presented to suggest that she would disregard the citation: 
The discretion confelTed by this statute for an officer to take a traffic violator into 
custody is not applicable in this case, for the prosecution presented no evidence 
that Holloway was unable to furnish satisfactory evidence of identity or that she 
gave the officer reason to believe that she would fail to make a court appearance 
as directed in a citation. The driver's license that she showed the officer was 
reasonable evidence of her identity even though it had expired, and nothing in the 
record indicates that Holloway had previously failed to appear at court 
proceedings or would be inclined to disregard a citation. We conclude, therefore, 
that under the governing statutes, the officer was limited to issuing Holloway a 
citation for driving without a valid license. 
Id. at 782. The Court of Appeals vacated Foldesi's conviction, reversed the District Court's 
denial of the Motion to Suppress, and remanded the case to the District Court. 
In contrast, the case of State v. Brown, 139 Idaho 707 (Ct.App. 2004) deals with a driver 
who did not provide sufficient information to legally protest his arrest. In that case, the driver, 
Michael Brown, who was apparently unknown to the officer, admitted to the officer that his 
driver's license was invalid. He produced an identification card, but reported that the address on 
the card was incolTect. He did not have valid registration or insurance for the vehicle. Though he 
claimed to have recently purchased the car, he had no bill of sale and had not changed the title. 
The license plates did not match either Brown or the vehicle he was driving. 
After completing the same statutory analysis it engaged in when deciding Foldesi, the 
Court of Appeals here decided that there was reason to believe that Brown would not appear in 
Court to answer to a mere citation: 
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Collectively, these many irregularities support a reasonable inference that Brown 
was making an effort to conceal his true place of residence or to avoid being 
identified or located through his use of an unregistered vehicle. These 
circumstances paint a pOlirait that is the antithesis of a responsible, law-abiding 
person who is likely to take seriously his responsibility to appear in court to 
answer on a citation. Under the totality of the circumstances here, we hold that the 
officer could reasonably have concluded that Brown was a risk to not appear in 
court. Consequently, the mTest was lawful and the district court did not err in 
denying Brown's suppression motion. 
ld. at 709. It appears from a comparison of these two cases that the distinction between a legal 
arrest and an illegal arrest hinges upon whether the officer can effectively identify the individual, 
and whether the officer can reasonably conclude that there is a risk that the individual will not 
appear to answer to a citation. This distinction is made after an examination of the totality of the 
circumstances known to the officer prior to the arrest. 
Though it is noted that officers mTested Ms. Jones for the multiple-choice charge of 
Reckless or Inattentive driving, I.C. 49-1405 may also be applicable to the case at bar. That 
section reads, in relevant pmi: 
49-1405. ARRESTS FOR SERIOUS OFFENSES.2o (1) The authority to make an 
arrest is the same as upon an arrest for a felony when any person is charged with 
any of the following offenses: 
(f) Reckless driving. 
(2) Whenever any person is arrested as authorized in this section, he shall be 
taken without Ullilecessary delay before the proper magistrate as provided by law, 
except that in the case of either of the offenses designated in paragraphs (1)(e), (f) 
and (g) of this section, a peace officer shall have the same discretion as is 
provided by lavv. 
Emphasis added. It is clear, then, that while officers effecting a Reckless driving stop may not be 
required to witness the misdemeanor themselves, their discretion to arrest that individual and 
20 I.e. § 19-603(2)-(5) provides a description of the heightened authority a peace officer enjoys when making an 
arrest on a felony offense: it does not have to have been committed in his presence, only reasonable cause to believe 
is required, etc. 
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take them to the jail and before a magistrate is the same as that described in 1. C. 49-1409 and 49-
1407. 
In the case at bar, officers an-ested Ms. Jones for the offense of Reckless or Inattentive 
driving, a violation ofLC. 49-1401. More, the charging citation's ambiguity towards the actual 
crime committed seems to suggest that the officers were unsure as to the reckless driving charge 
and so included the lesser offense of "Inattentive driving." It is apparent that they knew the 
identity of Ms. Jones, both through her provided identification and through prior law 
enforcement experience, and there was no indication by word or deed that the officers had reason 
to believe that she probably wouldn't appear in court to answer to the citation. 
The requirements of1.C. 49-1407, then, have not been met in this case and Ms. Jones' 
arrest was prohibited by 1. C. 49-1409. Any statements or evidence gained from that unlawful 
arrest, then, should be suppressed as fruits of the poisonous tree. 
IV. Constitutional Provisions, Together with Idaho Case Law, Support Suppression 
Though the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution (hereafter "Fourth 
Amendment") has traditionally been used in matters of illegal an-est to argue suppression of the 
evidence, it is noted that the recent case of Virginia v. Moore, _ U.S. __ No. 06-1082 
(Slip.Op. April 23, 2008) may stand as a bar to Fourth Amendment protection in this case. 
Moore deals with an atTest for the Virginia offense of driving on a suspended license. Though 
the U.S. Supreme Court acknowledges that Virginia law prohibited Moore's an-est under the 
facts of the case, it yet declined to extend Fourth Amendment protections because, in part, 1) 
Virginia itself "does not. .. ordinarily exclude from criminal trials evidence obtained in violation 
of its statutes," (ld. at _, section III.B.) and 2) "while States are free to regulate such an-ests 
however they desire, state restrictions do not alter the Fourth Amendment's protections" which 
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generally allow officers to arrest and search an individual whom they have probable cause to 
believe has committed a crime in their presence. ld. 
As has been explained above, however, Idaho, in contrast to Virginia, does ordinarily 
exclude evidence from criminal trials which was obtained in violation of its statutes. More, the 
protections of the Idaho Constitution in this area have been established as greater than those 
afforded by the U.S. Constitution. The Idaho Court of Appeals explained the difference between 
the protections of the Fourth Amendment and the protections of Art. I, § 17 of the Idaho 
Constitution in the case of State v. Cada, 129 Idaho 224 (Ct.App.1996). In that case, while it 
acknowledged that the Fourth Amendment and its supporting case law settled certain buildings 
owned by Cada as outside the protected curtilage of his home, the Cada Court yet declared that 
Art. I, § 17 ofthe Idaho Constitution afforded those same buildings protection from police 
searches. Declaring the controlling U.S. Supreme Comi decision on Fourth Amendment 
protections of cmiilage to be "unduly restrictive" it further expressed that those protections do 
not "reflect the scope of the privacy interest protected by Art. I. § 17 of the Idaho Constitution." 
ld. at 230. 
While this Court may find that the Fourth Amendment does not protect Ms. Jones against 
an arrest which was in violation of Idaho Statutes, it is clear that the protections afforded by Ali. 
I, § 17 of the Idaho Constitution are not constrained by the same limits imposed by the U.S. 
Supreme Court on the Fourth Amendment. This Comi should therefore follow the precedents 
established by the applicable Idaho case law described above. 
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CONCLUSION 
Because Ms. Jones' arrest was in violation ofIdaho law, this Court should enter its order 
suppressing any and all statements and/or evidence obtained as a result of the alTest or, in the 
alternative, dismiss the case. 
Oral argument is requested. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMIHED tl,is J{~y of Jlme, 2009. 
obin Weeks 
Deputy Public Defender 
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CERTIFICA TE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss or Suppress was delivered to the following on the 
'C" cJvt~ Cf 
~ day of September, 200$, by placing it in the appropriate box at the Twin Falls County 
Courthouse. 
Jill Sweesy 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor 
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for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No.: CR 09-2955 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION FOR AN 
ORDER TO AMEND INFORMATION AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the above 
entitled court for an Arraignment Hearing and Order Amending Information pursuant to Idaho 
Criminal Rule 7(e), whereby the State requests that the Information be amended to add an 
allegation of misdemeanor Possession of a Controlled Substance to be set forth as Count II of the 
Information. 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION AND ORDER AMENDING INFORMATION - 1 
ORIGINAL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled matter is scheduled on the 22nd day 
of June, 2009 at 8:30 a.m., before the Honorable G. Richard Bevan regarding the State's Ex Parte 
Motion for an Order to Amend the Information. 
DATED this \5{f'/ day of June, 2009. 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION AND ORDER AMENDING INFORMATION - 2 
". '4 
!J I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the Jl day of June, 2009, I served a copy of the foregoing STATE'S 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR AN ORDER TO AMEND INFORMATION AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING thereof into the mail slot for THE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER located at 
the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning 
and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
Elizah th A. Vedvig 
Case Assistant 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION AND ORDERAMENDlNG INFORMATION - 3 G8 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 09-2955 
AMENDED INFORMATION: 
Count I - Possession of a Controlled Substance 
Count II - Possession of a Controlled Substance 
DOB: 
SSN: 
Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now into said District Court of the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, and gives 
the Court to understand and be informed that KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, the above-named 
defendant, is accused by this Amended Information of the crimes of POSSESSION OF A 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Felony and POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, a Misdemeanor. 
Amended Information - 1 
ORIGINAL G~J 
COUNT I 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. 37-2732(c)(1) 
That the Defendant, KIMBERLY DA \VN JONES, on or about the 18th day of March, 
2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, 
to-wit: methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in violation of Idaho Code Section 
37-2732(c)(1). 
COUNT II 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Misdemeanor, I.C. 37-2732(c)(3) 
That the Defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, on or about the 18th day of March, 
2009, in the County of Twin Falls, State ofldaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, 
to-wit: marijuana, a Schedule I controlled substance, in violation of Idaho Code Section 37-
2732( c)(3). 
D A TED this Z, L day 0 f ----'=--==---=--=-"'-__ , 2009. 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting 
Amended Infonnation - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of _______ , 2009, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Amended Information, thereof into the mail slot for The Office of the Public 
Defender located at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery 
route made every morning and afternoon to all Comihouse offices receiving mail from the 
Prosecutor's Office. 
Amended Information - 3 




for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
, r, {" 
, (~L. 'I ? h .. L,.,V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











ORDER AMENDING INFORMATION 
Based upon the State's Ex Parte Motion to Amend Information, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Amended Information in the above entitled case be 
entered. 
DATED this )-J-dayof ~ 1AhL- ,2009.~ 
. Richard Bevan 
District Judge 
R!GI~lAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of ______ , 2009, I served a copy of the 
foregoing ORDER AMENDING INFORMATION thereof to the following: 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Office of the Public Defender 
Attorney for Defendant 
[I Court Folder 
[J Court Folder 
Clerk of the Court 
"; ') 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
JUDGE~ CASE> ~ord1Q::L'!10922 II 
[ ] DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
CHARGES ___________________________________________________________________ __ 
t.fARRAIGNMENT [] STATUS [] CHANGE OF PLEA [] SENTENCING [] OTHER-,-_______ _ 
JrPPEARANCES: ~L_ J ~ 
[ ] Defendant A [ ] Pros. Atty 'JfA!vtL ~t1::J,/ Ik.t:I--
[ ] DeL Atty --"v':-}-:;ez;7.b:-"-il1---"w77Z-;-tIh~-------- [] Other ___ " --------+O+----
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[ ] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ ] Waived right to counsel [] Waived reading of information 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender [ ] Confirmed [ ] Conflict [ ] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: Days for trial 
[ ] Set for Jury Trial [] Pretrial [] Status discovery deadline ___ _ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended _____________ _ Plea to _______________________ _ 
[ ] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status ______ _ 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by Court [] Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [ ] Sentencing date ______________ _ 
[] I.C.19-2S24 [] Updated PSR [] Alcohol eval [] Controlled substance eval [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eva I 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[ ] Released on OR [] Released back on probation [ ] Bail set at _____ [ ] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [ ] UA per week [ ] Reside at _________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [ ] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[ ] Penitentiary Determinate ______ lndeterminate _____ [] Concurrent with ___ [] Consecutive to ___ _ 
[ ] 120 [ ]180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation time [ ] Withheld judgment 
[ ] Fine Fine suspended [ ] Court Costs [ ] Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[ ] Public Defender reimbursement _____ ICR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) ________ [] Restitution Amount ________ _ 
I]Payments to begin __________ at ______ per month [ ] Final payment due by _____ _ 
[ ] Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] ___ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing _____ _ 
[ ] County jail as term of probation ______ [ ] Suspended county jail [ ] Work Release if approved 
[] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ___ per year []Random __ UA's per week for ___ days 
[ ] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [ ] Financial Counseling [ ] Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within days [] No alcohol [] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
[ ] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [] Attend AAINA x per [ ] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[ ] Job Search [ ] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ ] GED to be completed by _______ _ 
[ ] Polygraph test [ ] Chemical tests [ ] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [ ] Mental Health Evaluation by _________ _ 
[ ] Driving privileges suspended yrs [ ] ___ yrs absolute []Interlock Device ______ _ 
[] Community service ____ hours within days [] Advise of address change 
[ ] Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19-2S24 Treatment 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
, , , 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









Case No. CR 09-2955 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, 
STATE'S EX PARTE 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
HEARING 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the above-
entitled Court for an Order continuing the Motion to Suppress set for July 2,2009 in the above-
entitled action. 
This motion is made for the following reasons: 
1. The State is unavailable on July 2,2009, the date of Motion to Suppress in this 
matter is currently scheduled. 
2. Defense counsel, Robin Weeks, has been contacted and does not object to a 
continuance of this hearing. 
MOTION AND ORDER TO CONTINUE MOTION TO SUPPRESS - Page 1 
"J t; 
IV 
WHEREFORE, the State respectfully requests that the Court enter an Order continuing 
the July 2,2009 Motion to Suppress in the above-entitled matter. 
DATED this :J7Cday of JW1e, 2009. 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION AND ORDER TO CONTINUE MOTION TO SUPPRESS - Page 2 
") r 
, 'I) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the (iq day of June, 2009, I served a copy of the foregoing 
Motion to Continue Motion to Suppress thereof into the mail slot for The Office of the 
Public Defender located at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular 
delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from 
the Prosecutor's Office. 
A. Vedvig 
Case Assistant 





for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
DISTRICT C 
TW1H FALLS CO.:T JjG 
!:::-l :;:" r; I ~ • .J 
2009 JUN 30 PH 2: 25 
By ____________ . __ . 
;:1?~ CLERK 
--...J,,o,~V~·~r----DEPUTy 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 










Case No. CR 09-2955 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ORDER CONTINUING MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS HEARING 
KIMBERL Y DAWN JONES, 
Defendant. 
Based upon the State's Motion to Continue Motion to Suppress, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion to Suppress in the above-entitled action be 
continued due to the State's unavailability. 
77\ i 6 ~-\ r---." ...DATED fuis ~ day of June, 2009. / / . ) 
/ // /} ( ,U' 
~Chard Bevan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the -StL day of June, 2009, I served a copy of the foregoing 
Order To Continue Motion to Suppress thereof to the following: 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
The Office of the Public Defender 






GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
I, 
-:, , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 















Case No. CR-~-4+t2' 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPRESS 
OR DISMISS 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and 
through its Attorney of Record, Melissa Kippes, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and 
hereby responds to the defendant's Motion to Suppress or Dismiss dated June 15,2009. 
ARGUMENT 
On March 18,2009, Officers Todd Rudner and Harbans Thiara lawfully detained 
and later arrested the defendant, Kimberly Jones, for Reckless Driving (Idaho Code § 49-
1401). Ms. Jones was told that she was being arrested for Reckless Driving and was 
subsequently issued misdemeanor citation number 167034 for "reckless inattentive 
driving."] Idaho Code section 49-1405 expressly provides the authority for officers to 
make an arrest when a "serious offense" has been alleged. FUliher, because there was 
probable cause to make an arrest at the time of the traffic stop for reckless driving, it is 
unnecessary to consider whether there was unreasonable delay in the stop. 
] See attached citation marked as exhibit A. 
I. Idaho Code section 49-1405 provides the statutory authority to make an 
arrest for reckless driving. 
Idaho Code section 49-1405 provides the statutory authority to make an arrest for 
"serious offenses," including "reckless driving": 
ARRESTS FOR SERIOUS OFFENSES. (1) The authority to make an 
arrest is the same as upon an arrest for a felony when any person is charge 
with any of the following offenses: ... (f) Reckless driving .... (2) 
Whenever any person is arrested as authorized in this section, he shall be 
taken without unnecessary delay before the proper magistrate as provided 
by law, except that in the case of either of the offenses designated in 
paragraphs (1) (e), (f) and (g) of this section, a peace officer shall have the 
same discretion as is provided by law. 
Id. Title 49 of the Idaho Code regulates motor vehicles and their operation. State v. 
Foldesi, 131 Idaho 778, 781, 963 P.2d 1215,1218 (Ct. App. 1998). A reading ofIdaho 
Code 49-1409 indicates that Title 49 violations require that the peace officer issue a 
citation unless arrest is required or permitted by this title. (Emphasis added). Section 49-
1405 permits arrest and deems the officer to "have the same discretion as is provided by 
law." I.C. § 49-1405(2). 
The defense argues that the discretion provided by law in this section is that 
which exists in Idaho Code 49-1407, and uses the Foldesi decision to support application 
of 49-1407. The circumstances in Foldesi are distinguished from Ms. Jones's case in that 
nothing in the statute provides for arrest for driving with an expired license, whereas in 
the instant case, officers had the statutory authority to arrest this defendant, Ms. Jones, for 
reckless driving as specifically provided for in 49-1405. 
Nonetheless, if we read the limits present in subsection (2) of 1405, it appears 
subsection (2) is silent as to the meaning of "discretion as is provided by law." When the 
language of a statute is clear and unambiguous, there is no need for the court to consider 
statutory interpretation and legislative intent. State v. Escobar, 134 Idaho 387,389,3 
P.3d 65, 67 (Ct. App. 2000). Conversely, where 49-1405 is ambiguous, the court must 
look to statutory construction and consider legislative intent. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 
459,462,988 P.2d 685,688 (1999). Specifically, the court must determine legislative 
intent by (1) considering the literal words of the statute, (2) looking at the context of 
those words, and (3) examining the public policy behind the statute and the legislative 
2 
history. Id. Finally, in interpreting a statute, the court must assure that an interpretation 
ofthe statute does not render it a nullity. State v. Beard, 135 Idaho 641, 646,22 P.3d 
116,121 (Ct. App. 2001). 
A. The literal words of the statute support an officer's discretion as 
provided by law. 
A plain meaning review of the literal words of the statute would indicate that an 
officer has the discretion as provided by law. Officers are directed under I.C. § 19-603 to 
arrest for misdemeanors committed in the officer's presence. 
B. The context of "discretion as is provided by law" supports broad 
officer discretion. 
Contextually, 49-1405 gives officers the same authority as is present in an arrest 
for a felony when a person is charged with the "serious offenses" listed in the section. In 
this context, it makes sense that the limits placed on the three somewhat discretionary 
items, (e), (f) and (g), as described in subsection (2), be contextually consistent with 
subsection (l). There is only one statute in Title 49 that requires certain serious 
misdemeanor violators to be taken in front of a magistrate-49-1405. If the legislature 
had wanted the restrictions of 49-1407 to also be applied to 49-1405 subsections (e), (f) 
and (g), they would have expressly stated so, or in the alternative, placed these three 
subsections within the context of 49-1407 itself. 
C. The public policy behind the statute and the legislative history 
provide the authority of the officer to arrest for reckless driving with the discretion 
as provided by law. 
First, the legislature when amending 49-1405 specifically removed the 
requirement that section's language "discretion by law" be defined by the language in 49-
1407. The Idaho Session Laws directly show legislative intent. Section 49-14052 was 
specifically amended as follows: 
2 Part of the 1988 Idaho Session Laws was a renumbering of the sections of Title 49. 
Section 1405 was previously numbered 49-1109 and section 1407 was previously 
numbered 49-1111. 1988 Idaho Sess. Laws 746. 
3 
(-6 23) Whenever any person is arrested as authorized in this section, he 
shall be taken without unnecessary delay before the proper magistrate as 
specified in section 49 1115, Idaho Code, provided by law, except that in 
the case of either of the offenses designated in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 hl 
(f) and (g), a peti€e peace officer shall have the same discretion as is 
provided in other cases in section 49 1111, Idaho Code by law. 
1988 Idaho Sess. Laws 746. By removing the language describing the officer's 
discretion is defined by "other cases in section 49-1111" and instead inserting the simple 
language "by law," it is clear that the legislature intended for 49-1405 to be read to mean 
an officer's discretion provided by law, and not that which is provided for in 49-1407 
(previously 49-1111). 
A police officer has the authority, without a warrant, to make an arrest for a 
misdemeanor committed in the officer's presence. Idaho Code § 19-603(1). Public 
policy supports that this authority be the "discretion as is provided by law" found in 49-
1405. The purpose of 49-1405 is to allow arrest for serious offenses so that the suspect 
cannot go on to harm themselves or others if not detained. Public policy requires 
removal of perpetrators when the risk of ongoing violations would cause harm. 
D. A statutory interpretation of 49-1405 and 49-1407 does not require the 
two sections to be read together because to do so would render 49-1405 a nullity. 
If section 49-1405 required the application of 49-1407 for the three offenses at 
(e), (f) and (g), then it would disregard their placement in 49-1405 all together. As it 
stands, 49-1405 is applied when specific violations of the law, such as reckless driving, 
are "serious" enough offenses to warrant arrest. Conversely, 49-1407 is applied when no 
such law authorizes arrest for the misdemeanor offense, but the officer believes, in his 
discretion, that the circumstances of 49-1407 are met. 
II. Officers had probable cause to make an arrest at the time of the stop for 
reckless driving, and therefore the duration of the stop cannot be 
considered in violation of Defendant's Fourth Amendment rights. 
CONCLUSION 
Officers had statutory authority to arrest Defendant, Kimberly Jones, for Reckless 
3 1988 Idaho Sess. Laws 746 quoted here as in the original with items to be removed 
indicated by the strikethrough text, and those items to be added underlined. 
4 
Driving in violation of I.C. § 49-1401. This authority is found at I.C. § 49-1405. In 
determining the legislative intent of 49-1405, it is clear in the session laws that the 
legislature intended for officer's to have broad discretion as provided by law and not as 
intended in 49-1407. Further, if 49-1407 applied to (e), (f) and (g), it would render their 
placement in 49-1405 a nullity. Public policy supports an officer's authority to arrest for 
reckless driving, as is proffered by 49-1405. The state asserts that Officers Rudner and 
Thiara had the statutory authority to arrest Defendant for reckless driving and requests 
that this court deny the motion to suppress or dismiss. 
The State requests that the defendant's Motion to Suppress be denied. 
Dated this ___ /_ day oft ll/( // , 2009 
- / 
Melissa Kippes '~(" .,1 
Deputy Prosecuting \Attorney 
~j 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the r::i3 day of C}t\ .. Ltt' , 2009, I served a copy 
of the foregoing RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS, thereof 
into the mail slot for The Office of the Public Defender located at the District Court 
Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning and 
afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE~ATE c5~ERK 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN EAI I S ~f DEPUTY 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
COURT MINUTES 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberly Dawn Jones CR 2009-2955 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 7/24/2009 Time: 10:30 am Courtroom #1 
Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Minutes Clerk: Teresa Yocham 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Parties: 
Prosecutor: Melissa Kippes 
Defense Attorney: Robin Weeks 
Ms. Kimberly Jones is present 
10:33 Court reviewed the motion to suppress with counsel. 
10:34 Ms. Weeks requested the witnesses be excluded. No objection. Court will exclude 
witnesses. 
10:34 State's 1st witness, Officer Todd Rudner. Officer Rudner was duly sworn and 
examined by Ms. Kippes. 
10:41 Cross-examination by Ms. Weeks. 
10:48 The witness stepped down and was excused. 
10:48 State's 2nd witness, Officer Harbans Thiara Jr . Officer Thiara was duly sworn and 
examined by Ms. Kippes. 
10:54 Cross-examination by Ms. Weeks. 
10:55 The witness stepped down and was excused. 
10:55 Ms. Kippes informed the court the State had no further witnesses. Ms. Weeks 
informed the court the defense had no witnesses, just argument. 
10:55 Ms. Weeks gave argument on the motion to suppress. 
11 :05 Ms. Kippes gave argument on the motion. 
11: 1 0 Court inquired of Ms. Weeks in regards to the illegal detention matter. Ms. Weeks 
responded. 
11: 15 Court will take a brief recess. 
11 :36 Court convened. 
11 :36 Court thanked counsel for the briefing that was sUbmitted. 
11 :37 Court made conclusions of law. 
11:41 Court made findings. 
11 :48 Court denied the motion to suppress. Ms. Weeks to prepare the order denying the 
motion to suppress. 
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Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
(208) 734-1155 
ISB # 6976 
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CLERK 
--~~-_DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 















Case No. 09-2955 
ORDER DENYING MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS 
On July 24,2009, the court heard evidence and argument on Defendant's Motion 
to Suppress. After considering the evidence, argument and pre-trial memoranda, the court 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing 
ER was placed in the County Prosecutor's file in Magistrate Court on the !J'/day of 
I.. -\-j~",,-,-:?'"'f--
,2009. 
OFFI OF THE 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GRANT LOEBS 
OFFICE OF THE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ORDER -2-
[ ] Hand Deliver 
~ Courthouse Mail 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
f)t Courthouse Mail 
S i r-( ! l ~-j 
TV" Ft~ ~.s ,. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTRICT oFf~1=E!J 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
2009 AUG 17 PM 5: 07 
CASE#~~~~~~~~~L-
DATE ____ ~~~~~~------c~------"~ 
TIME_79--;-7j~,...q".,--__ ....,<++,-_ 
CD_~~~~ ____ ~~~ __ 
at ARRAIGNMENT [ ] SENTEiN ING [ ] OTHER • 
APPEARANCES: ~ -
[ ] Defendant --F"'''r.:-r:-r2-:L;-'':''i-f'~'44'+'''''>''''''~...bIA...L----- [ 1 Pros. Atty 4.ti.ec ~LJd/kt-1t( 
[ ] Def. Atty [] Other __ IL-_______ ---a __ ----lI~ ____ _ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[ ] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ ] Waived right to counsel ____________ [ ] Waived reading of information 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender [ ] Confirmed [ ] Conflict [ ] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: ____ D,ays for trial 
[ ] Set for Jury Trial ______ [ ] Pretrial _________ [ ] Status ____________ discovery deadline __ _ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended _____________ _ Pleato ________________________ ___ 
[] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status ______ _ 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by Court [] Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [ ] Sentencing date _____________ __ 
[] I.C.19-2524 [ ] Updated PSR [ ] Alcohol eval [ ] Controlled substance eva I [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eva I 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[ ] Released on OR [ ] Released back on probation [ ] Bail set at _______ _ [ ] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [ ] UA per week [] Reside at ________________ ___ 
SENTENCE: [] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[ ] Penitentiary Determinate ______ lndeterminate ________ [ ] Concurrent with ____ [ ] Consecutive to ___ __ 
[ ] 120 [ ]180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation time [ ] Withheld judgment 
[ ] Fine Fine suspended [ ] Court Costs [ ] Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[] Public Defender reimbursement _________ ICR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) _______________ [] Restitution Amount ________ _ 
r ]Payments to begin __________ at __________ per month [] Final payment due by _____ _ 
[] Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ________ _ 
[ ] County jail as term of probation ______ [ ] Suspended county jail [ ] Work Release if approved 
[ ] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ____ per year []Random __ UA's per week for __ days 
[ ] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [ ] Financial Counseling [ ] Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within days [ ] No alcohol [ ] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
!] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [] Attend ANNA x per [] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[ ] Job Search [ ] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ ] GED to be completed by __________ _ 
[ ] Polygraph test [ ] Chemical tests [ ] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [ ] Mental Health Evaluation by ________ _ 
[ ] Driving privileges suspended yrs [ ] __ yrs absolute []Interlock Device ______ _ 
[ 1 Community service _____ hours within days [ 1 Advise of address change 
[1 Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19-2524 Treatment 
Ui;) i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTRICPOF'TIA.E ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
JUDGE(_~ 
~~~~~TROOM#~  
STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE#~~~~.-~~~~_ 
DATE __ ~~~~~r-____ __ 
TIME--;;-rT~'-J-L~_~,",==~-:-~ 
CD __ ~~~------__ ----
[J DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
r 'J .~; 
Pr1 3: 32 
DEPUTY 
V~[);O£if i1w'f! ~I 
CHARGES: ___________________________________________________________________________ ___ 
APPEARANCES: f11 L .. lr( J/J'I1~A 
[1 ARRAIGNMENT ~. [1 STATUS [1 CHANGE OF PLEA [1 SENTENCING [] OTHER ___ -,,--________ _ 
[] Pros. Atty ,AU1!b MInt tit?tl [ 1 Defendant W r" _ ~
[ ] DeL Atty 'IJ[j Q1 ~a [] Other ____ ---'O'--_____ -:IL--'-"--_ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[ ] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ ] Waived right to counsel _________ [ ] Waived reading of information 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender [ ] Confirmed [ ] Conflict [ ] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: ____ Days for trial 
[] Set for Jury Trial _____ [] Pretrial _________ [] Status _______ discovery deadline ____ __ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [] Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[1 Charge amended _____________ _ Plea to ________________________ _ 
[] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status _____ __ 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by Court [] Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [] Sentencing date _______________ _ 
[] I.C.19·2524 [ ] Updated PSR [] Alcohol eval [ ] Controlled substance eva I [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[1 Released on O.R. [] Released back on probation [] Bail set at _____ [] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [ ] UA per week [ ] Reside at ___________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [ ] Counsel gave recommendations to the court. 
[] Penitentiary Determinate _______ lndeterminate _____ [] Concurrent with ___ [ ] Consecutive to ____ _ 
[ ] 120 [ ]180 days retained jurisdiction [1 Probation time [ ] Withheld judgment 
[] Fine Fine suspended [] Court Costs [] Court Compliance Fee ______________ _ 
[1 Public Defender reimbursement ______ ICR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) ___________ [] Restitution Amount _________ _ 
r ]Payments to begin __________ at ______ per month [] Final payment due by ______ _ 
[] Days discretionary Credit for _____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[ 1 County jail as term of probation _______ [ ] Suspended county jail [ 1 Work Release if approved 
[1 Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ____ per year []Random __ UA's per week for __ days 
[ 1 Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [ ] Financial Counseling [ ] Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within days [ ] No alcohol [ ] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
[ ] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [ ] Attend ANNA x per [ ] week [] Sponsor by ___ _ 
[ ] Job Search [ ] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ ] GED to be completed by ______ _ 
[ ] Polygraph test [ ] Chemical tests [ ] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [ ] Mental Health Evaluation by ___________ _ 
[ ] Driving privileges suspended yrs [ ] __ yrs absolute []Interlock Device _____ _ 
[ ] Community service ___ hours within days [ 1 Advise of address change 
[ ] Waive extradition [ ] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19·2524 Treatment 
[ ] Enroil with Probation and Parole reporter 5 days after returning to U.S. or 48 hours wIn State of Idaho 




_ .. " •• ...;_ 1 ; 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Phone: (208)736-4020 
Fax: (208)736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No. CR 09-2955 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION TO REVOKE 




COMES NOW, Jill C. Sweesy, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County, and 
moves the court for an Order to Revoke Bond and Issue a Warrant in the above-entitled case. 
This motion is made for the following reason: 
1. On March 19, 2009, a complaint was filed in the above-entitled case charging the 
defendant with Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine). The 
court issued a summons that same date. 





2. On March 19,2009 an initial appearance was held. At that time, the court order 
that as a condition of bond, the defendant was required to participate in the court 
compliance program. 
3. On September 14,2009, Israel Enriquez, Court Compliance officer, filed an 
affidavit detailing how the defendant has violated the terms of her release. 
(Attached as Exhibit A). 
For the above stated reasons, the State respectfully requests that this court revoke the 
Defendant's release on bond and issue a warrant in this case . 
. /7~ DA TED thIS __ day of September, 2009. 
~('~~ 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION TO REVOKE RELEASE AND ISSUE A WARRANT - 2 
MAGISTRATE PROBATION 
245 3rd AVE. NORTH 
P.O. BOX 126 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 












KIMBERLY DAWN JONES 
Defendant, 
) 
Comes now, Israel Enriquez, and of my own personal knowledge, on oath, deposes and states: 
1. That affiant is a duly appointed and acting Court Compliance Officer for the Fifth Judicial 
District, Magistrate Court, in and for the County of Twin Falls, Idaho. 
2. On 03119/2009 Judge Thomas D. Kershaw Jr. ordered Kimberly D. Jones to be monitored by 
the Court Compliance Office, as a condition of bond. The Defendant violated the ten11S of her bond by: 
Dated this 
a. On 04/06/2009, the Defendant signed an admission of dmg use statement for Marijuana. 
The admission of dmg use statement is attached. 
b. On 06/0112009, the Defendant failed to appear for her scheduled urinalysis test with the 
Court Compliance Officer. 
c. On 06/04/2009, 06/25/2009 and 07116/2009, the Defendant failed to appear for her 
scheduled appointments with the Court Compliance Officer. 
d. On 09114/2009, the Defendant signed an admission of dmg use statement for 
Methamphetamines. The admiSSio~e sc,temcnt is attached. 
\ v\ day of September, 2009. ~ 
Israel Enriquez 
Court Compliance Officer 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this ~\.!-~-;----,-
Fl JUDICIAL DlSTRICT, MAGIS E DIVISIOt\j 
TWIt\l FALLS COUNTY 
l\~AGISTRATE PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
245 3rd AVENUE N. 
P.O. BOX 126 TWIN FALLS, 10. 83303-0126 
Phone: (208)736-4230 FAX # (208) 736-4232 
ADMISSION OF ALCOHOL I DRUG SUBSTANCE USE 
=-::z.;::; be £7 J;M ~fe;ebY admit that I used 
____ I11--!...~e=--'-tfa~' '-/-: _______ o~ or about _-L~..,L~.--J/~? ...::2:::;::',-:.,L4--==-c:::?-»-t7L-:------
Alcohol f Drug Substance Oat€: 
I unperstand that signing this document may result in a violation of my probation by admitting 
to the use, consumption or possession of alcohol~ megal drugs, or substances, not legally 
prescribed to me by a licensed physician. 
Please give an explanation of alcohol! drug substance use below: 
-' 
d~ J I I cLd' a 
UDICIAL DISTRICT, MAGIST E DIVISION 
TWit\! FALLS COUNTY 
I\~AGISTRATE PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
245 3rd AVENUE N. 
P.O. BOX 126 TWIN FALLS, 10. 83303-0126 
Phone: (208)736-4230 FAX # (208) 736-4232 
ADMISSION OF ALCOHOL I DRUG SUBSTANCE USE 
--_/_~·I.::-<UU/1A~"bu:t:;2~·t':l.:::1,(+l-f;-\t~<C-' -+~,..£..O::::"'·..¢iA'-..J~:::.d~.' __ ' do hereby admit thaI! used 
I <Y :::::' 
____ M.:.-.-&;_?"=~:::.:::~::::J.· ' _______ o~ or about _--->,L...fln---+-;., ',b<a' c-'tel#--r:-~!.......,· o,.J-r.I-L __ C--l--~/t 
Alcohol f Drug Substance ~ 
I unperstand that signing this document may result in a violation of my probation by admitting 
to the use, consumption or possession of alcohol~ illegal drugs, or substances, not legaUy 
prescribed to me by a licensed physician. 








/],q 2/t: /'-/ d ?-4.4".,; 
Wi ation Officer ,1,-
\) ~) 
I hE:r(:::hy u;rjilY ih2) 01'1 thE: 11 dey of ~w-w,- ::;(J~, I c21Jsf.;d Ie i::;(: 
served (3 trUG ar;o correci CGI~)\)f of ihc 1(jrco(JirleJ bv thE: rnsihud indic(3icd b(:;iuN. ' 
J • ...f, .1 




M - .. ~ , .. I aglsu21.2 l-'roDaton 
( ) US, M3il 
( ) Hand delive:ed 
( " j:>"eri 
., ). Clh '-' 
'I' ) U.S Mail j , 
~riand deiiveJ[3d 
\~' ) c ....... "'I..rc.o' , ! G.1\..'-"' 
'r. ,;- 'd' ) ,,--,Gun: rOler 
( ) ;J' ':::: M~i-j I . '--'~ • lCl~ 
(-1Hand delivered 
{ \ l=:=v~o' 
\ J l ~C 
( ,ro '-l' .. ) 'vGUIL l-o ,Dei 
( ) U ,--,. N1~i' .Z). ~Cl! 
( 1Hand delivEfed 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \'3 day 0:f.,~~e·2009, I served a copy of the foregoing 
STATE'S EX PARTE MOTION TO REVOKE RELEASE AND ISSUE A WARRANT 
thereof into the mail slot for THE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER located at the 
District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning 
and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 



















TWIN FALLS l... TY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
GRANT P. LOESS 
18 4: 12 
425 SHOSHONE STREET NORTH 
P.O. Box 126 
TWIN FALLS. IDAHO 83303-0126 
Defendant: Kimberly Jones 




.~-{)f- .. Ct 
"""I' ." --CR~O;~;955 .. --~ _Dr.: j' r 
Defense Attorney: 
Date of Offer: OFFER EXPIRES: 8-31-2009 at 12:00 noon 
Filed Charges 
Count I: Possession of a Controlled Substance, Methamphetamine 
Count II: Possession of a controlled substance, Marijuana 
Offer 
The State makes the following offer and the Defendant Agrees to the Following Terms: 
X Plead guilty to Counts I and II. 
__ X,-,--_ The State will make a recommendation of 3 years determinate and 2 years indeterminate, for a total 
x 
x 
of 5 years. with a 3 year probation on Count I and a 60 day suspended jail sentence on the 
marijuana charge. 
Restitution to "law enforcement agencies" as outlined in I.C. § 37-2732 (k). 
Each party is free to argue probation terms. 
Terms of Offer 
• This offer is contingent upon the Defendant waiving preliminary hearing on all charges. being present for all court 
hearings. receiving no subsequent criminal charges or probation/parole violation allegations prior to sentencing. 
complying with all court orders (including court compliance). and the accuracy of the Defendant's criminal history 
as discovered by the State in the NCIC report, juvenile history. and driving record. 
• Thus. the State may alter the above Sentencing recommendation after this offer is made if: 
1. There are new criminal charges or probation/parole violations filed against this Defendant (including 
new criminal offenses or violations committed or discovered by the State before sentencing), 
2. The Defendant has additional juvenile or adult convictions beyond those provided in discovery. which 
the Defendant fails to reveal to the State. 
3. The Defendant fails to appear for any scheduled court hearing in this case or any other criminal case 
pending against the Defendant or fails to comply with any court order. 
• The Defendant waives his/her right to appeal the judgment of guilty pursuant to CR 11(d). She maintains the 
opportunity to appeal the court's ruling on the motion to suppress. 
• This offer is withdrawn if the Defendant does not accept it by the expiration date. 
• Pursuant to Idaho law, the parties stipulate that it is not "double jeopardy" for the court (0 consider prior 
convictions in aggravation at sentencing. 
Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
I have read the offer, I understand it, and I accept the offer on the a ave-stated terms. 
Def~«~k Date ? /' J-~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRf~IljStIPll$E 4: 12 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TW~I'E.ALLS C .. : 
















* * * * * * * * * * ___ ·4_·0EPUYY 
Case No. CR 09-2955 
APPROVAL OF 
CONDITIONAL PLEA 
Based upon the agreement of the parties submitted herewith, the Court hereby approves 
entry ofa conditional plea in the above entitled matter pursuant to Rule 11(a)(2) of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules. The defendant has the right to appeal the Court's decision and order denying her 
motion to suppress. Should the defendant prevail on appeal regarding the decision denying her 
motion to suppress, the defendant shall be allowed to withdraw her plea. 
District Judge 
APPROVAL OF CONDITIONAL PLEA -1 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
APPROVAL OF CONDITIONAL PLEA to be delivered to the mailbox of the prosecuting 
attorney, located in the clerk's office of the Twin Falls County Courthouse on the __ day of 
September, 2009. 
Grant Loebs [ ] Hand Deliver 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor [ ] Courthouse Mail 
Marilyn B. Paul 
Twin Falls County Public Defender [ ] Hand Deliver 
[ ] Courthouse Mail 
APPROV AL OF CONDITIONAL PLEA -\ 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. BOX 126 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0126 
(208)734-1155 
ISB # 6976 
· c, 
18 4= 12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
















Case No. CR 09-2955 
CONDITIONAL PLEA 
COMES NOW, Kimberly Jones, the above-named defendant, by and through her 
attorney, Robin Weeks, Deputy Public Defender for Twin Falls County, and reserves the right to 
appeal judgment pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(2) of the Idaho Criminal Rules in the above entitled case. 
As grounds therefore: 
1. ICR 11(a)(2) allows a defendant to enter a conditional plea of guilty reserving, in 
writing, the right to appeal from the judgment or to review a specified adverse 
ruling. This conditional plea is the writing specifying the reservation of the right 
to appeal. 
2. The defendant reserves the right to appeal the Court's decision and order 
denying her motion to suppress. 
CONDITIONAL PLEA 1-
3. Should the defendant prevail on appeal regarding the decision denying her 
motion to suppress, the defendant shall be allowed to withdraw her plea. 
,j}--
Respectfully submitted this {<6 day of September, 2009. 
Jill Sweesy 
Deputy Pro sec 
CONDITIONAL PLEA 2-
Robin Weeks 
Deputy Public Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
CONDITIONAL PLEA to be delivered to the mailbox of the prosecuting attorney, located in the 
clerk's office of the Twin Falls County Courthouse on the __ day of September, 2009. 
Grant Loebs [ ] Hand Deliver 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor [ ] Courthouse Mail 
CONDITIONAL PLEA -3-
! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FITH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




STATE OF IDAHO 
TIME--,..--,;:-:!~..o:;...J"--__ .,.......,+-_ 
CD __ ~~~--------~~~-
[] DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
K: ~6./J4 
CHARGES: _________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
[] ARRAIGNMENT ~] STATUS [] CHANGE OF PLEA 
APPEARANCES: • ~ 4 1 
[ ] Defendant '7);' :01=1'7 I (/t!n rIA? 
[ ] Def. Ally 461. Pt!i-_7Zki_-
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[ ] Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated he/she understands 
[ ] Waived right to counsel [ ] Waived reading of information 
[ ] Court appointed Public Defender [ ] Confirmed [ ] Conflict [ ] Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: Days for trial 
[ ] Set for Jury Trial [ ] Pretrial [ ] Status discovery deadline ___ _ 
\k.eNTRY OF GUILTY PLEA:pcDefendant duly sworn in and testified.! .... /J 
fl[] Charge amended Plea to U/2.f;l/nf I wV()/jI6!teo f+ haf :Sub 
!)tEnters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [] Drug Court [] Status -------r--
~
Plea of guilty accepted by Court ~re-sentence investigation report ordered ~SentenCing date J! - q - () q at- I; j () tJtn 
I.C.19·2524 [ ] Updated PSR [ ] Alcohol eva I 1 Controlled substance eva I [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval ' 
AIL: ~Counsel addressed court. 
[] Released on O.R. [] Released back on probation [] Bail set at )Xcourt Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bo d reduction denied [ ] UA per week [ ] Reside at __________________ _ 
-J~ t' 
SENTENCE: [ ] Counsel gave r ommendations to the court. 
[ ] Penitentiary Determinate ________ 'ndeterminate ______ [ ] Concurrent with ___ [ ] Consecutive to ____ _ 
[]120 []180 days retained jurisdiction [] Probation time [] Withheld judgment 
[ ] Fine Fine suspended [] Court Costs [] Court Compliance Fee _________ _ 
[ ] PubliC Defender reimbursement _______ 'CR33D2 (Prosecutor fee) _________ [] Restitution Amount __________ _ 
[ ]Payments to begin ___________ at _______ per month [ ] Final payment due by ______ _ 
[] ___ Days discretionary Credit for days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[ ] County jail as term of probation ________ [ ] Suspended county jail [ ] Work Release if approved 
[] Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted [] Hair Follicle Test ____ per year []Random __ UA's per week for __ days 
[ ] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [] Financial Counseling [] Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within days [ ] No alcohol [ ] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
I] Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [ ] Attend ANNA x per [ ] week [] Sponsor by ______ _ 
[] Job Search [ ] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [] GED to be completed by ___________ __ 
[] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [] Waive 4th amendment rights to search [] Mental Health Evaluation by ________ _ 
[ ] Driving privileges suspended yrs [ ] __ yrs absolute []Interlock Device _____ _ 
[ ] Community service ____ hours within days [ ] Advise of address change 
[ ] Waive extradition [ ] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19·2524 Treatment 
!~J/'bl cflJ,;:rd..Jt7h1>lmtf'n/ £Jwv/;u/uvfTI18(JcA/f'. 
".......- V"'(' _ y-.....-~ - / '-'" 
in fil / /J.l/.7 /) I, 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Kimberly Dawn Jones 
645 Blue Lakes 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Defendant. 
icial District Court, State of Idah 
In and For the County of Twin Falls u! ~)I ; 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS I' 
I 
) Case No: CR~2bd9-0002955 
) CHARGE(s): "flfl9 
) Luu SEP 18 PH 4: 03 
) 137 -2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession Of 
) RY 
)) 137 -2732(C)(3) Controll~d 'sUbsta~ce~;osseSSie~Ri: ·····'1/
h ~ REQUIRED ROA CObES:'rEn~/~pmtfrl~lE¥ code) 
) 
) PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report (only) 
) PSMH1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report and 
) Mental Health Assessment 
) PSSA 1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report and 
Substance Abuse Assessment 
On this Friday, September 18, 2009, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable G. Richard Bevan to be 
completed for Court appearance on Monday, November 9, 2009 at 1 :30 PM at the above stated courthouse. 
EVALUATIONS TO BE DONE: Copy of each evaluation to be sent to Presentence Investigation Office to be included with PSI 
Under IC 19-2524 assessment(s) is (are) ordered which shall include a criminogenic risk assessment of the defendant 
pursuant to (IC 19-2524(4)): 
o ~Jal Health Examination as defined in IC 19-2524(3), including any plan for treatment (PSMH1 ROA code); and/or 
~ubstanc,e Abuse Ass.~ssrnent as defined in LC 1.9-2524(2) includinq any plan for treatment. (pSSA1 ROA code) 
Pe4d-me"Jf .:ShaN IfK.. 6'~(9I7'.I~ "'tvw,~ 10 /,C'l l1"<z ... r:c.¥ 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
o Sex Offender 0 Domestic Violence 0 Other ______ _ Evaluator: 
o No evaluations are ordered. (PSI01 ROA code) 
DEFENSECOUNSEL:~M~a~ril~y~n~P~a~ul~ _______________________________________________________ ___ 
PROSECUTOR:~G~ra~n~t~L~oe~b~s~ _________ __ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: 0 YES 1 NO If yes where: _________________ _ 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation . 
WHJ/JOC 0 P,obation CYPD Reimb 0 Fine 0 }fJ 0 ~e~thec 
Date: e:> ,? I t8 . (!3N.vq Signature: tt/. d/J-7 J 
/~~~~~~Ju-d-g-e~r------------------------
r::'D:-::£=F:='£c:cN.='DA-::N~T='S:-:,N7:r:=O=-R=M.:-::~7'r.=.,:-:::O-:-CN:-: --=P=t;='E=A=S=E:":"':P=R=I=N=r-'1 DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? 0 NO 0 YES 
Name: Kimberly Dawn Jones o Male 0 Female 0 RACE: Caucasian 0 Hispanic 0 Other 
Address:645 Blue Lakes City:Twin Falls ____ State:1I2-ZIP:=.c83=3""0-'-1 ____ _ 
Te/ephone: (208) 293-2436 Message Phone: ____________ Work Phone: _______ _ 
Employer: ___________________ Work Address: 
Date of Birth:""9/ ____________ Social Security Numbe
Name & Phone Number of nearest relative: ______________________________ _ 
Date of A rrest: _________________ Arresting Agency: ________________ _ 
Your assigned Pre-sentence Investigator will contact you to schedule an interview using the above information. Please have 
your Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire filled out completelv for interview. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIYT9,F.:T~E 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
! 8 ll: 12 














Guilty Plea Advisory -_.,._ .. ';)~~ 
(Approved For Use in Twin FaJJs.Dis.trict~~_DEPIEY 
(Revised as of January 2008) 
---------------------------) 
STATEMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
(Please initial each response) 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are 
accused of committing. If you elect to have a trial, the state may not call you as a witness or ask 
you any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during trial. 
K>! . 17' 
2. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and cannot pay for 
one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the county. You may be required to 
reimburse the county for the cost of this representation. --"'-=,.r'----
3. You are presumed to be innocent. You will be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty in front of the 
judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. ---r"--?---;ot'=---
4. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial before twelve persons. A jury trial is a court 
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In 
a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own 
defense. You are not required to do so, however. The state must convince all of the jurors of your 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury trial. 
~ . 
.... //f( £:7. 
~ / 
5. You have the right to confront the witnesses testifying against you. This occurs during a jury trial. 
At trial, the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you, the 
jury, and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You 
could also call witnesses of your choosing to testify on your behalf. If you do not have the funds to 
bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to court and 
will compel their attendance by the use of the subpoena power of the court. 
Guilty Plea Form 
January 2008 Page 1 of 9 Defendant's Initials _. '---"""': 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right!~ confront the witnesses against me, 
and present witnesses and evidence in my defense.~?: . 
/ 
QUESTIONS REGARDING ABILITY TO ENTER PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your attorney before answering.) 
Please Circle and Initial One 
1. Do you read and write the English language? ....................................................... ~o ~ 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form? ........ YES-L~ /~ 
? ' -, '--, " # /// 
Do you want an Interpreter. . ..................................................................................... YES rNO/';1'f,:i>' 
~/----:r' 
2. What is your age? -;---}-l=-'---' 
3. What is yo u r true a nd leg a I name? ---,I'-++--"---'-¥---'-""----H,<-----l="'----r'---I----"C-~ __ ----
4. What was the highest grade of school you completed? _---'--=~ __ ' 
If you ~id n~t complete.high school, h~ve you re.ceived?either a general /jiA / 
education diploma or high school eqUivalency diploma ............................................ YES_' _ ~o_ 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health professional? ......................... YES /f\lO# 
~.-'" I 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health disorder? ........................... YES ___ l;J6/~ // 
1.-/'" C' 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? --,."--f;:-'--'--;'---T----'7T'----------
-~ 0'/ 
7 A tl 'b d d' t' ? Y S £;..J/U>-. re you curren y prescn e any me Ica Ion. .......................................................... E --'=~1.4~ 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication during the past 24 hours? .......... YEs/'fje:)"'f 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or drugs, or drank any 
alcoholic beverages which you believe affect your ability to make a reasoned ." // A/ 
and informed decision in this case? .......................................................................... YES_& Y 
9. Are you having any difficulty in understanding what you are doing by _, ! // 
f 'II' t thO f ? td~ 1;7---ling ou IS orm. .. ................................................................................................. YES_d ,,,\::] ~ / 
1 O.ls there any other reason that you cannot make a reasoned and informed /) /' / 
d " . thO ? -" , /' {, // eCISlon In IS case ................................................................................................. YES_L~0~?! 
Guilty Plea Form 




11 I 'It I Lh It fit? VE/S/J.I>t.::Nti' 0 . s your gU/ y pea L e resu 0 a pea agreemen, ............................................ "'/'" /,Yw/ _ 
~' / 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? (If available, a written plea 
nt must be attache hereto as "Ad endum 'A''') 
l( 3-5 
12. Have your read this plea agreement? ................................................................... , 
./ 
13 0 d t d th ' I t? vE/~·/iNO . 0 you un ers an IS pea agreemen , ................................................ ............... /1')"'_.<;'/ / _ 
L./ // 
14.ls there anything about this plea agreement that you don't understand? ................ YES~~p~ 
15. There are two types of plea agreements, Please initial the one paragraph below which describes 
the type of plea agreement: 
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This means that if the 
district court does not impose the specific sentence as recommended by both parties, I will be 
allowed to withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial. ___ _ 
b, I understand that my plea agreement is a non-binding plea agreement. This means that the 
court is not bound by the agreement or any sentencing recommendations, and may impose 
any sentence authorized by law, up to the maximum sentence stated above, Because the 
court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court 9hooses not to follow the agreement, I 
will not have the right to withdraw my guilty plea, ./~(/ , 
,/ 
16. Have any other promises been made to you which have influenced your 
d " tid 'I? ·O/~'//// eClslon 0 pea gUI ty, ............................................................................................ YES_IN )~.~ 
\...~~ ltc' 
/'~~.:/./ 17. Has anyone told you what your sentence will be? ............................................ , .... , YES ~Q~ 
If so, what have you been promised? --c- -
18.ls this a conditional guilty plea in which you are reserving your right to appeal/~!., 4' 
t' I' ? Y~S~/NO any pre- ria Issues. .. ....................................... , ........................ , ............................... (;'.' ,/97 _ 
If so, what issue(s) are you reserving the right to appeal? (A copy of the written conditional plea 
must be attached.) A 
~. ~~{ bt ~ 40 5vt!reJJ 
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19. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment of conviction L-\/ 
as part of your plea agreement? .................................................................. ............. ~$~-iNo_ 
,p 
20. Have you waived your right to appeal your sentence as part of your plea 7 
? /fl/ :/ agreement. . ............................................................................................................. YES_dSlO'lt1>· 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive (or give up) any defense~~ . /:' 
both factual and legal, that you believe you may have in this case? ........................ ~1f"NO_ 
22. Do you understand that this includes waiver of any claimed violations of your r . ,/ 
.. . ? .//~ Constitutional nghts ................................................................................................ YESt:.J€'NO_ 
~~// 
23. Are you giving up any claims that your attorney has not properly represented ~, / 
f . h d'? ~'~ # / you so ar In t ese procee Ings ................................................................................ YES /JQQ?~/ ---......./ gf/ 
24. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will 
not be able to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 2) any issues concerning 
the method or manner of your arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you 
may have made to law enforcement? ........................................................................ @ 
25. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are admitting the truth of each /'./' /f',o!/ 
and every allegation contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? ............ r<YES~O 
~, -
POTENTIAL SENTENCE 
26.1 am charged with the crime(s) of_:r-fj~5U:~-1j~L~~~~~~~ ______ _ 
d-
The minimum and maximum jail sentence and fine including a "civil penalty" for each crime is 
.x - 7 rcs ( JISjOOO ::r£ - I (IC I J I;IJQO . 
27. Do you understand that there are other d~rect consequences that arise ,,/') /}d!. 
from entry of a felony charge that are explained below .............................................. Q~:ES~NO_ 
28.As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading guilty to more than one crime?t~§{4;ZNO_ 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each crime could be ordered to be 
served either concurrently (at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)tY.Sr~o_ 
ADDITIONAL DIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF A GUILTY PLEA 
29.Are you currently on probation or parole? .............................................................. YES~l:2t~/ 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case could be the basis A. // 
of a violation of that probation or parole? ................................................................ ;yE,W/NO_ 
30.Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry of 
a plea or making of factual admissions could: (1) result in your deportation or 
Guilty Plea Form 
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removal from the United States; (2) preclude you from obtaining legal status in 
the United States; or (3) prevent you from obtaining United States citizenship? ........ YES_ NO_ 
31. Does the crime to which you will plead guilty require you ce' y .,/' 
to register as a sex offender? (I.C. § 18-8304) ....................................................... YES-~9:;IV· 
3~.Ar~ you a~are that if you plead guilty you may be required to pay restitution ,/_/& 
In thIs case. (I.C. §19-5304) .................................................................... ................. l§.~ ,j/No_ 
33. Have you agreed to pay restitution as a condition of your /_ /:; 
plea agreement? ...................................................................................................... "c.§r00-
Ifso, to whom and hoWmUCh?~_~~~=~~~~~=~~~~~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
34.ls a driver's license suspension required as a result of a guilty plea in this case? YES_ ,N,6v&/ 
c~/~ 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? N !p. . 0 --
Is there a discretionary license suspension applicable to this case? .................... YEf&1o_ 
If so, do you understand that the decision to grant you restricted driving ;{)~ 
privileges is up to the Judge? ................................................................................... YES_ NO_ 
35.Ar au leading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory domestic violence, 
substance abuse or psychosexual evaluation is required? /--. -'i/ 
(I.C. - (7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) ....................................................................... ,/YE.~·NO ,,,,,--,,,, -r- -
36.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be required to pay the costs ,_ ,,'J 
of prosecution and investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732A(K)) (I.C.R. 33(d)(2)) ............ l:Ss/nNo_ 
/ .. '/ 
Have you and the state agreed upon the amount of this reimbursement? ................ YES_(~q./,/ 
If you, what is the amount? _.- [. 
37.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be required to submit -. /// 
a DNA sample and Right Thumbprint impression to the state? (I.C. § 19-5506) .. YES_~9~, 
1,..-
38.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could impose a fine for a 
crime of violence of up to $5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? // /~ -' 




39. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, during the period of your /" // 
sentence, you will lose your right to vote in Idaho? (10. CONST. art.6, §3) ................ xt;S"# NO_ 
o I 
40. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony during the period of your 
sentence, you will lose your right to hold public office in Idaho? /~;/,. 
(I C rt 6 §3) " ./'lff/ D. ONST. a ., .................................................................................................. YES "1// NO 
"-,,,,~., - -
41. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, during the period of your 
Guilty Plea Form 
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sentence, you will lose your right to perform jury service in Idaho?/:~'/:7/ 
(10. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ............................................................................................... y,;ES,v/Ji/NO 
L/"/~ -
42. Do you understand that if y?U plead ?9Uilty to a f~lony you will lose your right to //,~ 
purchase, possess, or carry firearms. (I.C. § 18 310) ............................................ 'tES'/d NO 
C,,/ "/ -
j; 
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR ATTORNEY 
/ 
/ // 
43. Have you had sufficient time to discuss your case with your attorney? .................. ~~~t NO_ 
/. 
44. Have you told your attorney everything you know about your case? .... " ................ 1~~,0:/ NO_ 
'-~ II", 
45.ls there anything you have requested your attorney do that has not been done? .. YES_~.Oj 14ft" 
If yes, please explain. t 
46. Your attorney can obtain various items from the prosecutor relating to your case. This 
may include police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, photographs, reports 
of scientific testing, etc. This is called "discovery." Have you reviewed the evidence ~, . 
provided to your attorney during discovery? ................................................... " ......... Y€s41N0_ 
c~-
47.Are there any additional items you want to view before entering a guilty plea? ....... YES_l!P: ~t~ 
If so, what? 




49:Ar~ the:e any ~otions or other requests for relief that you believe should still be ,~::z ~/ 
fIled In thIs case ............................................................................................. , ........... YES ,N() )1:/ 
If so, what motions or requests? -(-'7 
50. ~o ~ou ~nderst~nd that no one, including your attorney, can force you to plead ,f-;:':' 
gUIlty In thIs case ...................................................................................................... t.I;S ,v NO_ 
/"~) ~ /;::"~E 
51. Are you satisfied with your attorney's representation? "".""."."""""""""."""."" 'i-ES/.~::j~rNO 
. // -
If not, please state why you are dissatisfied ___________________ _ 
Guilty Plea Form 
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52. Has anyone, including your attorney, told you what to say when filling out this form? /,/):/~;l 
.................................................................................................................................... YES~ .~7 
,,/ 
53. Later in this form and in open court you will be asked to state what you did that makes you guilty 
of committing the crime(s) you are pleading guilty to. 
Has anyone, including your attorney, told you what to say when entering your guilty ple~~,,;:::,.> /' 
............................................................................................................................... YES~,~ 
If so, what have you been told to say? ____________________ _ 
~?'" j, 
f' ',?,,/ 
54. Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? ................................................ dE~/NO_ 
55. Why are you pleading guilty to the charge(s) in this 
56. Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts alleged in the / /) 
. f t' . d' t t? ~'E"~/) NO In orma Ion or In IC men . ......................................................................................... ?iJ' 
./',/' 
57. Explain what you did that makes you guilty of the charges against you. 
58. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions in this form which , _, ~/4 
you could not resolve by discussing the issue(s) with your attorney? ....................... YES /I\IQ) ~y 
--'C~>4 $~ 
Ifso,what? ________________________________________ ___ 
59. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form, have ,,//l/;~1 
you had any trouble understanding your interpreter? ................................................. YES_ NO_ 
60. Do you need any additional time before you enter your guilty plea(s)? ................... YES--60 Ir:/ 
61. Do you understand that if the Court accepts your guilty plea(s) that you //":"J 1/ 
may not be able to withdraw your plea(s) at a later date? .................................... ',CEs-I;? NO_ 
'., /' 
62 0 t t' I' thO ? ,e/t 0/ . 0 you wan a ria In IS case ............................................................................... YES_J'4J) . (.:;/ 
Guilty Plea Form 
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63.ls there any other r:n~tter not cover~d by your answers to the foregoing questions /' /: ,//' 
that affects your decIsIon to plead guilty that you want to tell the Court about? ......... YES.--LNO ,tt 
Ifso,what? ____________________________________________________________ ___ 
64.1 hereby enter a plea of "'"'--f'-"'-''''"'+-+:--''f'---- the Charge(s) 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-8 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully, 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and answer with 
my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one has 
threatened me to do so. 
Dated this i ') day of S/fl t· ,20_. 
f 
DEFENDANT /' 7 
/0 
I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed in detail the foregoing questions and answers with 
my eli.e. nr:;? ~. _. 
/-.a.~ /~L~/ /t 
Guilty Plea Form 
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POST PLEA RIGHTS 
A presentence investigation will be ordered by the Court unless both you and the State waive that 
report and the Court approves that waiver. The Court may order evaluations as part of this 
investigation. You have the right to have your attorney present during both the presentence 
investigation and during any evaluations ordered as part of the evaluation. You have the right to 
remain silent during all proceedings and interviews from now until sentencing. 
1. Have you discussed these rights with your attorney? .............................................. Y,l(sV/'NO 
c/ I -
2. Do you understand these additional rights? ............................................................. Z~S1(/NO-
."'} 
h . h . h ? /? jd 3. Do you understand t at you may waIve t ese ng ts ............................................... <.1'J:;S;1' NO_ 
J7L v 
4. Do you have any questions concerning either these rights or the waiver of ", /' 
th . ht ? YES MTt)/' . 'f/'/(/ ese ng s .............. , ........... , ............................................. '" ........................... , ... ... . _ ~. :_-<...L./' 
_~ __ ~A"-.-.~··~>/~ /f 
I acknowledge the foregoing post plea rights. / .7 / ?" /-;:;'t/ 
Defendant ~'. , .. A~~/' /-) , 
I certify that I have discussed these post plea rights with my cli~t. ;'c-:t;-2/f~~ 
v 
Attorney 
Guilty Plea Form 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL D~lfffifgT/ 8 
i.?y 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY~~~TW:toINF~ALL$ 
STATE OF IDAHO,) -- .... 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-2009-0002955 
) 
vs. ) ORDER REGARDING BOND 
) AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
Kimberly Dawn Jones ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
THIS MATTER is before the court ~ court's own motion [ ] on the 
application of the Defendant. Pursuant to I.C.R. 46 and the court's discretion, it is 
hereby ORDERED that the Defendant's bond: 
.--. 
~rre;;ain as set 
[ ] be reduced to $ ______ _ 
The Defendant is further ordered to comply with the following terms and 
conditions of release pursuant to I.C.R. 46(d) should he/she bond out in the future: 
[X] Defendant will make all court appearances as required. 
[X] Defendant will commit no further jailable law violations. 
[X] Defendant will maintain contact with his/her attorney and provide them 
with a current address and telephone number. 
[ X ] Defendant will comply with all requirements of the Court Compliance 
4: 
Program and remain current on all fees required for his/her participation. 
ORDER REGARDING BOND AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS - 1 
[ ] Defendant will submit, at his/her expense, to no less than two UA's each 
week [ J through Twin Falls County's Court Compliance program 
OR [ ] through another approved means. 
Defendant will submit to daily Breathalyzer testing. 
Defendant will be required to wear an ankle monitor. 
Defendant will be employed at ________________ _ 
Defendant will reside at ----------------------
Defendant will have a daily curfew at _____ p.m. 
[ X] Defendant agrees to return to Idaho at any time he/she is directed to by 
the state of Idaho or the receiving state. Defendant knows that he/she 
may have a constitutional right to insist that the state of Idaho extradite 
him/her from the receiving state or any other state where he/she may be 
found. This is commonly called the right to extradition. But defendant 
also understands and acknowledges that he/she has agreed to return to 
Idaho when ordered to do so either by the state of Idaho or the receiving 
state. Therefore, the defendant agrees that he/she will not resist or fight 
any effort by any state to return him/her to Idaho and AGREES TO 
WAIVE ANY RIGHT HE/SHE MAY HAVE TO EXTRADITION. 
DEFENDANT WAIVES THIS FREELY, VOLUNTARILY AND 
INTELLIGENTLY. 
[~ I>~/~I -to ~J :;L ~ 12-Jff-e !nit.! 
[] ~ ~elL... Un/-.'! ~~f /.?C-t;-rh,s 
[ ] ~. > / 
[ ] , I 
[ ,1~ &?{ ~ rL-~ ~ ~/ZLfi..-iI 





[ ] Defendant is required to sign up with the Court Compliance Program 
within one (1) hour of release from custody. The Court Compliance 
Office is located at 245 3rd Ave. N., Twin Falls, Idaho. 
[ ] Defendant is required to check in with Probation and Parole within 
one (1) hour of release. 
ORDER REGARDING BOND AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS - 2 
A violation of any terms of this order, as established by affidavit, will 
be sufficient, on its face, for the court to revoke this order and reinstate 
bond at a higher amount without a hearing. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
~ 
DATED This 18th day of Septe, e~B7r--~) 
.U" ~ 
. RICHARD BEVAN 
NOTICE 
Any failure to comply with this order or with the requirements of the Court 
Compliance Program may result in the revocation of any order of release (whether or 
not such release was secured by bond, cash or other collateral or upon the Defendant's 
own recognizance) and the issuance, without notice, of a bench warrant for Defendant's 
immediate arrest. By acknowledging his or her receipt of this order, Defendant 
specifically accepts this condition of release and waives all right to: his or her 1) notice 
of violating the conditions of release on bail, and 2) any bail revocation hearing. 
BY SIGNING BELOW I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY 
ALL TERMS OF THE COURT'S ORDER AND ANY TERMS SPECIFIED BY THE 
COURTCOMPL~NCEPROGRAM. 
Accepted: 
ORDER REGARDING BOND AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS - 3 1 ' "1 , , .4 i 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of September 2009, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Grant Loebs ( ) U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 126 ( ) Hand Delivered 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0126 ( ) Faxed 
«(J Court Folder 
Marilyn Paul ( ) U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 126 ( ) Hand Delivered 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0126 ( ) Faxed 
(X) Court Folder 
( ) U.S. Mail 
Court Compliance Officer ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 126 ( ) Faxed 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 (}O Court Folder 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
ORDER REGARDING BOND AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS - 4 1 
~ () 
'- ~. 0 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attol11ey 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR 09-2955 
RESTITUTION 
REQUEST 
COMES NOW Jill C. Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attol11ey and submits the following 
Time Sheet for Restitution Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 37-2732(k). The Twin Falls Prosecuting 
Attol11ey's Office seeks restitution for attol11ey time in the above-entitled case as follows, at a rate of 
$75.00 per hour: 
Review and analyze charging request and make filing decision. __ .2 
Draft, review, revise, and file complaint. __ .3 
Attend first appearance. __ .2 
Conference re: appropriate offer to make to defense attorney and prepare offer. __ .4 
Prepare for preliminary hearing, review and analyze police reports, 
prepare discovery, conference wi witnesses. 
RESTITUTION REQUEST -J 
1 ;0. ~J 
Preliminary hearing held 3-27-2009 (continued at defendant's request). __ .2 
Preliminary hearing held 4-17-2009. __ .2 
Draft Infonnation. __ .2 
AITaignment hearing held 4-27-2009. __ .2 
Status hearing 5-11-2009. __ .2 
Status hearing 5-27-2009. __ .2 
Preparation for trial. 2.5 
Preparation of Amended Infonnation. __ .3 
Review of Motion to Suppress and research. 4.5 
Suppression hearing. __ 2 
Additional trial preparation 1.2 
Arraignment hearing on Amended Infonnation. __ .2 
Status hearing 8-31-2009. __ .2 
Pretrial conference 9-18-2009. __ .4 
Review and analyze Pre-sentence Investigation Report. __ .5 
Sentencing __ .3 
Total time: 15.7 
Total Restitution Request: $1,177.50 
RESTITUTION REQUEST -2 
I, Jill C, Sweesy, Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for Twin Falls County hereby celiify 
the above accurately reflects the time spent on this case. 
DATED this Q/~i day of }jepKmbw ,2009. 
Qg C dJLlJ(£~i/ 
Jill C. Sweesy 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
RESTITUTION REQUEST -3 
121 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the a day of ¥p-fc YVlbtA ,2009, r served a copy of the 
foregoing RESTITUTION REQUEST thereof into the mail slot for THE OFFICE OF THE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER located at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular 
delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the 
Prosecutor's Office. 
RESTITUTION REQUEST -4 
. r\;uALtJ jNl ~0li:<P) tJ'tt EliZabeth A. Vedvig 
Felony Case Assistant 
Name: 
'Vir\ I k( 
Twin Falls County 
Court Compliance Program 
Agreement In Lieu of Incarceration 
Address: L\ \-{ ( , ' , S ,:' 1 Phone: 7 L c( 7 
Date: 3 ( ?S { c1 DOB: ,_,OEP'TY 
THIS AGRI~EMENT IS BEING UTILIZED BY ORnER O}<' THE BELOW SIGNED MAGISTRATEIDISTRICT JUDGE 











I, THE ABOVE NAMED Armef WILL ABIDE BY ALL OF THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THIS 
AGREEMENT AS LISTED BELOW, AS WELL AS ALL CITY, COUNTY, STATE, AND FEDERAL LAWS. 
RULES AND REGULATIONS: "X" INDICATES APPLICABLE TO DEFENDANf. 
House Arresl--Electronic Monitoring, No privileges, I agree to remain at my residence at all times, except for specific 
times approved by the Court Compliance officer to fulfill my school, employment, and other required conditions of my 
release to the community, 
Do not consume and/or have in your possession alcoholic beverages and/or illegal controlled substances or be where 
they are present. I shall not use or possess any prescription medication unless lawfully prescribed by a licensed 
physician. I will submit to alcoholldrug testing as required by the Court and/or Court Compliance Officer, 
Curfew shall bel, U p,m, weekdays and ~p.m, weekends, 
To report to the Magistrate Probation Officer as directed, 
To appear at all court hearings when advised to do so, and maintain contact with my attorney, 
To be employed full-time or actively seeking full-time employment. 
To notify the Court Compliance Officer immediately of any change of address, telephone, employment. 
Pay all costs and fees associated with the Court Compliance Program. 
Search and Seizure: I agree and consent to the search and of my person, automobile, real property and other property at 
any place by any probation officer or any police officer and wai)C.e,my constitutional right to be free from such searches, 
·1c I v1 [.1 L, t f (0' L, v"!- (t;>VVl J? I,' (-,vt C'l':. c+-i··. C. (' r :> 
All requests to leave the state of Idaho must be approved by the Courts in writing and submitted to the Court Compliance 
prior to leaving the state. 
No Contact with the following persons: 
Fees ordered by Court: _Electronic Monitoring 
_Modified House Arrest 
_Drug Testing 
$35 hook up fee--$JO per day 
$5 per day 
$15 each lab test 
$7 each field test 
$3 each breathalyzer test 
v,J0" J1 Ivl (tIP 
I THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, SHOW BY MY SIGNATURE BELOW THAT I HAVE READ AM) UNDER· 
STAND THIS AGREEMENT, AND PROMISE TO ABIDE BY THIS AGREEMENT. I, THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEN· 
DANT UNDERSTAND THAT IF I VIOLATE ANY PORTION OF THIS AGREEMENT IT MAY BE REVOKED AND I 
MAY BE SUBJECT TO THE ISSUANCE, WITHOUT NOTICE, OF A BENCH WARRANT, AND I MAY BE DETAINED 
UNTIL FURTHER PROCEEDINGS CAN BE ESTABLISHED . 
. ~"// // 
c;<.:',,~ 
OBATION OFFICER SIGNATURE 
17 ) lei' \ ~ (;\ u_vJ 
MA.GISTRATEIDISTRICT JUDGE SIGNATURE 
L<, i ,/:>f 
I i/ L.LS 
I:': ::: n 
Twin Fans County I '.' i 
Court Compliance Progress Rep(}.l'~'(l , _. f" jn .... ') 
',"ll) I ~!:l II'J u: ..Je::. 
Name: KIMBERLY DAWN JONES 
Case#: CR09-2955 
Hearing Date: 11109/2009 
Judge G. Richard Bevan 
Prosecutor, Grant Loebs 
Defense Attorney, Marilyn Paul 
Time on program: 03/23/2009 
Appointments missed: Yes 
Scheduled UA 's missed: Yes 
Breathalyzer Tests missed: No 
Drug Testing Violations: Yes 
Breathalyzer Testing Violations: No 
Electronic Monitoring 1 Curfew Violations: No 
Court Compliance Program fees paid in full: No 
Fees still owing $243.00: This does not include any payments made prior to sentencing, and 
request the Defendant be ordered to reimburse Court Compliance said amount. 
COMMENTS: After reviewing the file, the Defendant has struggled with following the terms 
and conditions of the Court Compliance Program. On 04/06/2009, the Defendant signed an 
admission of drug use statement for Marijuana. On 0610112009, the Defendant failed to appear 
for her scheduled urinalysis test. On 06104/2009,06/25/2009 and 0711612009, the Defendant 
failed to appear for her scheduled appointments with the Court Compliance Officer. On 
09/14/2009, the Defendant signed an admission of drug use statement for meth. On 0911412009, 
an affidavit was filed against the Defendant. The Defendant resumed Court Compliance and 
tested positive for methamphetamines on 09117/2009. On 10119/2009, the Defendant failed to 
appear for her scheduled urinalysis test. The Defendant has maintained part-time employment 
and has made minimum payments towards her drug testing fees. 
~QUEZ.rR 
COURT COMPLIANCE OFFICER 
12~ 
thai 
SfT'Jsd 0 iJUG arid correct 
and addressed thE following 
OSlsndCini 
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) Court Foldsr 
C2USEd 18 
sd 
STATE OF IDAHO 
VS. 
[ ] ARRAIGNMENT [ 1 STATUS [ ] CHANGE OF PLEA 
A~EARANCES' 
~pefendant jf~~ 
~Def. Atty _Q\o __  
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
[/sENTENCING [] OTHER _______ _ 
[/Pros. Atty ::ril i .8..uusu 
[1 Other _________ ..:::....):::::-___ _ 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to be represented by counsel 
[ ) Defendant advised of effect of guilty plea and maximum penalties 
[ ) Defendant indicated hefshe understands 
[ ) Waived right to counsel [ ] Waived reading of information 
[ ) Court appointed Public Defender [ ] Confirmed [ ] Conflict [ ) Court denied Court appointed counsel 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY: Days for trial 
[ ) Set for Jury Trial [ ] Pretrial [ ] Status discovery deadline __ _ 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ) Defendant duly sworn in and testified. 
[] Charge amended ____________ _ Plea to ______________________ _ 
[ ] Enters plea freely & voluntarily with knowledge of consequence [ ] Drug Court [] Status ______ _ 
[ 1 Plea of guilty accepted by Court [) Pre-sentence investigation report ordered [ ) Sentencing date _____________ _ 
[ J I.C.19·2524 [] Updated PSR [ ] Alcohol eval [ ] Controlled sUbstance eval [] Mental Health eval [] Psychosexual eval 
BAIL: [] Counsel addressed court. 
[ ] Released on O.R. [] Released back on probation [] Bail set at _____ [] Court Compliance Program [] Bond condition order signed 
[ ] Motion for bond reduction denied [ ] UA per week [ ] Reside at ________________ _ 
SENTENCE: [I('Counsey gave recommendations to t e court. 
["(penitentiary 5'P. /1.i:J ~eterminate·-=.~~"b~ 2wJ [] Concurrent with ___ [) Consecutive to ___ _ 
[]120 [)180 days retained jurisdiction &.rProb i n time ..,,-........,~~_-:--__ l1Withheld judgment 
[0=ine \OCO~ I \00"S Fine suspended [\f"Court Costs [~ourt Compliance Fee ---'2=.4 ....... 6.o<-°!:!. ___ --:-:>.-_ 
M"'Public Defender~~imbursement ~ (Prosecutor fee) [~estitution Amount ........ 2..'=LI-,-,\ B"",--,~=-___ _ 
I JPayments to begin ____________ at ______ per month [] Final payment due by 8~\O-2cl2. 
[] Days discretionary Credit for ____ days. [] __ days county jail held in abeyance until review hearing ____ _ 
[ ] County jail as term of probation ______ [ ] Suspended county jail [ ] Work Release if approved 
[I(Exhibit 1 & 2 (Probation Terms) submitted f\.Y8air Follicle Test '"2- per year [qRandom ~ UA's per week for \)...0 days 
[ ] Drug rehabilitation rec. by probation officer [ ] Financial Counseling [ ] Report to aftercare provider within hrs 
[ ] Apologize to victim within days [ J No alcohol [ ] Not frequent bars [] No drugs(unless prescribed) 
!~Substance abuse evaluation & follow recommendations by [] Attend ANNA x per [) week [1 Sponsor by ___ _ 
[ ] Job Search [ ] Obtain/maintain fulltime employment or student status [ ] GED to be completed by ______ _ 
[] Polygraph test [] Chemical tests [] Waive 4th amendment rights to search M"Mental Health Evaluation by \ - \ S~ 2.D \ 0 
[) Driving privileges suspended _____ -'yrs [ ] __ yrs absolute []Interlock Device ______ _ 
[~ommunity service ~hours within \C3.0 days [ ] Advise of address change 
[ ] Waive extradition [] Comply with all court orders [] No further misdemeanors or felonies []I.C.19·2524 Treatment 
[ ] Enroll with Probation and Parole reporter 5 days after returning to U.S. or 48 hours win State of Idaho 
[ J Requirement to register as a sex offender [ ] Right to appeal [ ] DNA [ ] Right Thumbprint 
Other: ______________________________________________ _ 
2009 NOV - 9 Pr'l 3: 53 
eLI , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIG1::_Q~E_" ___ DEPl!TY 








Case No. CR-2009-0002955 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, 
SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON 
PROBATION, I.e. § 19-2601(2) and (5). 
I. APPEARANCES. 
1. The date of sentencing was 11109/09, (hereinafter called sentencing date). 
2. The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Jill Sweesy, of the Twin Falls County 
Prosecutor's office. 
3. The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, appeared personally. I.C. § 19-2503. 
4. The defendant was represented by counsel, Robin Weeks. 
5. G. Richard Bevan, District Judge, presiding. 
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II. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING; I.e. § 19-2510, I.e.R. 33. 
1. Arraignment: The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, was informed by the Court 
at the time of the sentencing of the nature of charges and the defendant's pleas, which in 
this case were: 
COUNT I 
Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(1). 
Maximum Penalty: COUli costs, restitution, up to seven (7) years imprisonment, up to 
fifteen thousand dollar ($15,000) fine, or both such fine and imprisonment, and substance 
abuse treatment can be ordered at the defendant's expense. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(1). 
Guilty by Plea -- date of: 09/18/09. 
2. Grounds for Not Entering Judgment (I.C. §§ 19-2510, 19-2511): The defendant was 
then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to show why 
judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the defendant 
responded "No." 
III. PLEAS OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED AND ACCEPTED. 
1. The defendant, KIMBERL Y DAWN JONES, previously pled guilty on the date of 
09118/09, (hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crimes set forth in section II 
immediately above. 
2. At the entry of the pleas of guilty, and pursuant to I.C.R. 5 and 11, the following 
occurred: 
A. The defendant was advised by the Court of the following: 
1. The nature of the charges against the defendant, the mlllUllUm and 
maximum punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply; 
11. That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any 
statement made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a 
court of law; 
111. That the defendant was presumed to be innocent; 
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IV. That by entering pleas of guilty to the above identified charges, the 
defendant would: 
a. Waive the right to a trial by jury; 
b. Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element 
of the crimes charged beyond a reasonable doubt; 
c. Waive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the 
defendant through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent; 
d. Waive the right to a speedy trial; 
e. Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, 
and specifically the right to confront and cross examine the 
witnesses who testified against the defendant; 
f. Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf, 
specifically including the right to subpoena witnesses at the 
County's expense; 
g. Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination; 
h. Waive any and all possible defenses to the charges brought against 
the defendant, both factual and legal; and 
1. Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed. 
B. The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or 
whether the pleas were a result of any plea bargaining agreement, and if so, the 
nature of the agreement; and that the defendant was informed that the Court was 
not bound by any promises or recommendations from either party as to 
punishment. 
C. The defendant was advised, in accordance with LC.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court 
did not accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant 
nevertheless had no right to withdraw the defendant's guilty pleas on that basis. 
D. The defendant stated and acknowledged that the pleas were knowingly and 
voluntarily given; and that the pleas were given of the defendant's own free will 
and volition. 
E. That there was a factual basis to support said pleas. 
F. Whereupon the defendant entered a pleas of guilty to said charges. 
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G. The Court then found that the pleas were entered upon the advice and consent of 
the defendant's counsel. 
H. Whereupon the Court accepted the pleas of guilty and found and adjudged the 
defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, guilty of the crimes identified and set 
forth in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above. 
IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS. 
On 11109/09, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth in section 
II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows: 
1. Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of 
sentencing. I.C. § 19-2501, I.C.R. 33(a)(1). 
2. Discussed the presentence repOli and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to I.e. § 
20-220 and I.C.R. Rule 32. 
3. Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to I.C. § 19-5301 and Article 1, 
§ 22 of the Idaho Constitution. 
4. Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to 
present evidence pursuant to I.C.R. 33(a)(1). 
5. Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the 
defendant personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any 
information in mitigation of punishment. I.e.R. 33(a)(1). 
6. The Court made its comments pursuant to I.C. § 19-2512, and discussed one or more of 
the criteria set forth in I.C. § 19-2521. 
V. THE SENTENCE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows: 
Count I 
1. Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
2. Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the sum of$496.00. 
3. Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $1,000.00 ($800.00 Suspended), and the 
defendant shall pay all costs, fees and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the 
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defendant pay a fine and costs shall constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for 
money in a civil action. I.e. § 19-2518, I.e. § 19-2702. 
4. Penitentiary: The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, shall be committed to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (I.C. 
§ 19-25l3) of 5 year(s); which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) 
period of confinement of 3 year(s), followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 2 
year(s), with the precise time of the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board 
according to law, with the total sentence not to exceed 5 year(s). 
5. Sentence Suspended - Terms of Probation: Provided however, that the execution of said 
prison pOliion of the sentence is hereby suspended (the costs and fine portion is not 
suspended) and the defendant is placed on probation for a period of 3 year(s) beginning on 
11109109 to and tmder the control of the Idaho State Board of Correction, (I.C. § 19-
2601(5), I.C. § 20-219, and I.e.R. 33(d)), subject to the following terms: 
A. Supervision Level: Pursuant to I.e. § 20-219, I.D.O.C. is charged with the duty of 
supervising all persons convicted of a felony and placed on probation. As such, the 
level of supervision is left to the discretion ofLD.O.e. 
B. General Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered General Conditions of Probation 
previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 1, which exhibit is by this reference 
incorporated herein. 
C. Specific Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered Specific Conditions of 
Probation previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 2, which exhibit is by 
this reference incorporated herein. 
D. Special Terms and Conditions: In addition, the Court orders the following 
special conditions. 
a. Community service drug case: The defendant shall perform 100 hours of 
community service within 190 days at the direction of the defendant's 
probation officer. I.e. § 37-2738.' /;;;:,/1 
/ " 
{/ 
b. PSI: The defendant sh~ll abide by all recommendations as given in her PSI 
on pages l3 - 14. --'-::T'== 
c. Fourth Amendment waiver: The defendant shall waive his Fourth 
Amendment rights with regard to actions taken by his probation officer and 
other law enforcement personnel. -'¥:J 
d. Alcohol: The defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume alcohol in 
any form. -/:;<;0:-
/ 
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e. Controlled Substances: The defendant shall not purchase, possess or 
consume any controlled substances unless specifically prescribed to her. 
f. Treatment Pursuant to I.e. § 19-2524: The defendant shall undergo 
substance abuse treatment pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-2524.->::? . 
( 
g. Alcohol/ Substance Abuse Evaluation: The defendant shall abide by the 
terms of the Substance Abuse Evaluation obtained on 10/23/09:-;;3,:/,,:; 
h. VAs: The defendant shall provide a minimum of 2 UAs each week for 120 
days. Thereafter, she shall provide UAs at the discretion of her probation 
officer. ..?;:7~ 
1. Hair Follicle Testing: The defendant shall submit to hair follicle testing 2 
times per year until her PO stated otherwise. 
J. Test Results Admissionr Tpe defendant shall stipulate to all blood, urine and 
breath testing results.· ~-': ./ 
" 
k. Mental Health Evaluation: The defendant shall obtain a Mental Health 
Evaluation. She shall obtain said evaluation by 01115/10. Thereafter, she 
shall abide by all of its recommendations"-'~~ ____ 
l. Time allowed for payment of court costs, fines and restitution: The 
defendant must pay all court costs, fines and restitution with all amounts due 
by 08110/12. To that end, the defendant shall make installment paymepts by 
following a payment schedule created by Probation and Parole-: ~/ 
m. Other Court Orders: The defendant shall abide by the terms of all other 
court orders to which she is a party, including orders for the payment of child 
support, if any. ~'-"7-
n. Driving: The defendant shall not drive without a valid driver's license and 
insurance. S?:;J2--. 
o. Enter no establishment that sells and/or dispenses alcohol by the drink or 
where the sale of alcohol is the main source of income: The defendant shall 
not, for any reason enter any establislm1ent which sells or dispenses alcoholic 
beverages by the drink. This includes, but is not limited to bars, lounges, 
casinos, restaurants, cafes, pizza places, etc. Additionally, the defendant shall 
enter no place where the sale of alcohol is the main source of income.~;,;;%:::,;,/·· 
./~ 
./ 
E. Termination of Probation: Probation has been ordered for a specific length of 
time; however, probation shall not be terminated until the Comi has both 
reviewed the performance of the probationer and has signed an order discharging 
the probationer. 
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VII. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION. 
a. Restitution: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitution to be entered 
in this case in the sum of $2,118.09. A separate written order of restitution shall be 
entered. I.C. § 19-5304(2). This amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court 
to be disbursed to the appropriate parties in this matter. 
b. Restitution to Court Compliance Program: The Court hereby ORDERS the 
defendant to pay $243.00 restitution for reimbursement for the services of the Court 
Compliance Program. The amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court to 
be disbursed to Court Compliance. 
c. Restitution for Public Defender Services: The Court hereby ORDERS the 
defendant shall pay $250.00 restitution to Twin Falls County for reimbursement for the 
services of the public defender. I.C. § 19-852. This amount is payable through the Clerk 
of the District Court to be disbursed to Twin Falls County. 
VIII. SURETY BOND. 
The conditions of bail given in this case having been satisfied, the bail is ordered exonerated. 
I.C.R. 46(g). 
IX. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS. 
The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence investigative 
reports to the deputy clerk of the comi's custody and use of said report shall thereafter be 
governed by I.C.R. 32(h)(1), (2), and (3). 
X. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - PROBATION - RECORD BY CLERK. 
The COUli orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record be 
assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Comi in accordance with I.e. § 19-2519(a). 
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XI. RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS. 
The Right: The COUli advised the defendant, of the right to appeal this judgment within forty 
two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the cOUli. I.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.A.R. l4(a). 
In Forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. LC.R. 33(a)(3), I.C. § 19-
852(a)(l) and (b)(2). 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: 
SIGNED: L . 
. RICHARD BEVAN, District Judge 
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State of Idaho, 
County of Twin Falls 




I, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states that I 
reviewed Exhibit 1, General Conditions of Probation, and Exhibit 2, Specific Conditions of 
Probation. That I have received a copy of this JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A 
PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND 
ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5) that I 
understand the terms of that probation, and I agree to abide by the conditions outlined in this 
order. I further certify that I have read and understand each term of probation. 
KIMBERLfbA WN JONES 
! 
,',CCEPT/\NCE OF PROBATION 
1.e.R. 49(b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls do hereby certify that on the day 
of 11109109, filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO 
ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING 
DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.e. § 19-2601(2) and (5), to each of the persons as listed 
below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Jill Sweesy 
Defense Counsel: Robin Weeks 
Twin Falls County Jail 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Idaho Department of Probation and Parole 





GENERAL CONDITIONS OF PROBA nON 
IMPOSED AT THE REQUEST OF IDAHO DEPT. OF CORRECTION 
I.e. §§ 20-219,19-2601(5), and I.e.R. 33(d). 
I. Supervision Level: The defendant's level of supervis~, including caseload type and electronic monitoring shall 
be determined by the Idaho Dept of correction.~ 
2. Laws and Conduct: The defendant shall obey all municipal, county, state and federal laws. The defendant shall 
comply with all lawful requests of any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shall be 
completely truthful at all times with any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. During any contact with law 
enforcement personnel the defendant shall provide their identity, notify the officer(s) that they are under 
supervision and provide the name of their supervising officer. The defendant shall notify their supervising 
offi", of tho ,"otaot within 24 hO",Z 
3. Residence: The defendant shall not c nge residence without first obtaining permission from an authorized agent 
of the Idaho Dept ofcorrectiL 4. Reporting: The defendant sh 'report to his/her supervising officer as directed. The defendant shall provide 
truthful and accurate information or documentation whenever requested by the Idaho Dept of 
Correction.~ 
5. Travel: T~fendant shall not leave the State of Idaho or the assigned district without first obtaining 
permission from his/her supervising officer.~ 
6. Extradition: If the defendant does leave the State of Idaho, with or without permission, the defendant does 
hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and will not contest any effort to return the defendant to the State 
of IdahO:-?.(/0' 
/'/ 
7. Employment/Alternative Plan: The defendant shall seek and maintain gainful, verifiable, full-time 
employment. The defendant shall not accept, cause to be terminated from, or change employment without first 
obtaining written permission from his/her supervising officer. In lieu of full-time employment, the defendant 
may pariicipate in full-time education, a combination of employment and education, vocational program or 
other alternative plan based on the offender's specific situation and as approved by his/her supervising 
officer. '~A/./··~ 
/ 
8. Alcohol:?fhe defendant shall not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages in any form and will not 
enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of income. ·_/-C:::f <' 
,-/ 
9. Controlled Substances: The defendant shall not use or possess any illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or 
possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or possess 
any controlled substances unless lawfully prescribed for him/her by a licensed physician or dentist. The 
defendant shall use medications only in the manner prescribed by their physician or dentist.--~ 
10. FirearmslWeapons: The defendant shall not purchase, carry, possess or have control of any firearms, chemical 
weapons, electronic weapons, explosives or other dangerous weapons. Other dangerous weapons may include, 
but are not limited to: knives with blades over two and one half inches in length, switch-blade knives, brass 
knuckles, swords, throwing stars and other martial arts weapons. Any weapons or firearms seized will be 
forfeited to IDOC for disposal. The defendant shall not reside in any location that contains firearms unless the 
firearms are secured and this portion of the rule is exempted in writing by the District Manager.~ 
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II. Search: The defendant shall consent to the search of his/her person, residence, vehicle, personal property, and 
other real property or structures owned or leased by the defendant or for which the defendant is the controlling 
authority conducted by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The defendant 
waives his/her Fourth Amendment Rights concerning searches. --;/" ..,;::/'2_ 
~ 
12. Cost of Supervision: The defendant shall comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes the Idaho Dept of 
Correction to collect a cost of supervision fee. The defendant shall make payments as prescribed in his/her 
monthly cost of supervision bill.~ 
13. Associations: The defendant shal~ associate with any person(s) designated by any agent of the Idaho Dept of 
Co"",;on. 2' 
14. Substance buse Testing: The defendant shall submit to any test for alcohol or controlled substances as 
requested and directed by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction or law enforcement officer. The defendant 
may be required to obtain tests at their own expense. If the results of the tes~ate an adulterant has been 
used to interfere with the results, that test will be deemed to have been positive. -;;/" 4;;?J 
15. Evaluation and Program Plan: The defendant shall obtain any treatment evaluation deemed necessary and as 
ordered by the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant shall meaningfully 
participate in and successfully complete any treatment, counseling or other programs deemed beneficial and as 
directed by the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendant may be required to attend 
treatment, counseling or other programs at their own expense:~ 
16. Cooperation with Supervision: When home, the defendant shall answer the door for the probation officer. The 
defendant shall allow the probation officer to enter their residence, other real property, place of employment and 
vehicle for the purpose of visitation, inspections and other supervision functions. The defendant shall not 
possess, install or use any monitoring instrument, camera, or other surveillance device to observe or alert them 
to the approach of his/her probation officer. The defendant shall not keep any vicious or dangerous dog or other 
animal on or in their pr()perty that the probation officer perceives as an impediment to accessing the defendant 
or their property.~ 
17. Absconding Supervision: The defendant will not leave the state or the assigned district in an effort to abscond 
or flee supervision. The defendant shall make himself/herself available for supervision and program 
participation as instructed by the probation officer and will not actively avoid supervision~>#:,:,"'" 
18. Court Ordered Financial Obligations: The defendant shall pay all costs, fees, fines and restitution in the 
amount and manner and to the parties ordered by the Court. The defendant shall make payments as ordered by 
the Court or as design.ated il:jf.p~aYY7m t Agreement and Promissory Note to be completed with an agent of the 
Idaho Dept of correctlon''-;7 
19. Confidential Informant: The defendant shall not act as a confidential informant for law enforcement, except 
as allowed in Idaho Dept. of ~orrection policy and with the written consent of both the Court and the Idaho 
Dept. of Correction.~ 
20. Intrastate/Interstat~ations: If allowed to transfer supervision to another district or state the defendant 
agrees to accept any violation allegation documents purportedly submitted by the agency/officer supervising the 
de~endant in ,rIle receiving district or state as admissible in~vidsPfe as credible and reliable. The defendant 
Waives any nght to confront the author of such documents.~ 
21. Additional Rules: The defendant agrees that other supervision rules may be imposed depending on the district 
or specific field office that provides hislher supervision. At all times, these additional rules will be imposed 
only after considering the successful supervision of the defendant and the secure operation of the district or 
specific field office. All additional rules will be explained to the defendant and provided to him/her, in writing, 
by an agent of the Idaho Dept of correctio~~ • 
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EXHIBIT 2 
COUR T ORDERED 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
IMPOSED IN ADDITION TO THE EXHIBIT 1 GENERAL CONDITIONS 
I.C. § 20-221 
1. Stipulate to the admission of test results: Should the defendant be requested to submit to tests for controlled 
substances, the defendant shall stipulate to the admission of those blood, urine, or breath test results in the form 
of a certified affidavit at any probation hearing following a judicial determination that live testimonial evidence 
would otherwise be impractical. However, the defendant, at the defendant's own expense may have the lab 
analysis of the defendant's blood, urine, or breath performed at an in-state approved lab of the defendant's 
choosing upon notifying the official administering the test at the time the test is requested~ 
2. Discretionary county jail time to be served in the future: The defendant shall serve not more than 30 days in 
the county jail at the discretion of the defendant's probation officer, with the prior approval of the Court. Any 
time spent in jail pursuant,to a)l gent's Warrant and/or for absconding supervision does not count against this 
discretionary jail time~~ 
3. Polygraph examinati ns: The defendant shall submit to polygraph examinations at the defendant's own 
expense when requested to do so by the defendant's probation office~ 
I have read, or have had read to me, the above conditions of probation contained in EXHIBIT 1 and 
EXHIBIT 2. I understand and accept theses conditions of supervision. I agree to abide by and conform to them and 
understand that my failure to do so may result in the submission of a report of violation to the sentencing authority 





EXHIBIT 2 Updated 05/31/07 
FIFTBJUDICIAL DISTRICl', STATE OF IDABO. COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS OISi HIe! couln 
427 SHOSHONE ST - P.O. BOX 126 TWiN FA.l.L S co, in.AHO 
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-0126 F I L [ [J 
STATE OF IDAHO VS 
KIMBERLY DAWN JONES 
502 ADDISON AVE #8 
TWIN FALIJS ID 83301 
 
DOD:  AGENCY: TWIN FALl,S CITV POLICE 
CASE # CR-2009-0002955 CITATION # 
CHARGE: 137 -2732.(C)(3), ControDed Substance-Possession Of 
AMENDED: 
JUDGMENlo09 NOV -: 9 Prj 3,: ~. 3 
FILED at'--___ m-: 
CLERK o~ms'fRlef~r( 
BY .:ff2 ,DFtfrE'I~" , _____ ,_..-____ L~ : YT.:~ r 
~ant has been advised of the nature of the charges against him/her, his/her rights pursuant to LM,CR. S(f), 6(c), and I.CR. I I, and 
was told the consequences of the plea, including the punishments possible, 
~ndant knowingJy, voluntarily, and intelligently waived the following rights: right against compulsory self-incrimination, right to 
confront and cross-examine witnesses, right to a jury trial and any defenses to the charge(s). 
The defendant appeare~ 0 wit~1 ut counsel to be sentenced, havin4D been found guilty. Therefore, defendant is ffidjudged 
guilty granted a withheld judgment ---,. subject to the following terms: 
'-
MONIES ORDERED PAID 
Fine $ I t!i() Costs $ C Public Defender $ ____ To be paid today 
Community Service ___ _ 
Restitution 
INCARCERATION ORDERED Jail _-,",~,---",-IJ __ days, Suspended ~O days, with ~t for time served. 
Defendant will serve jail ____________________ 0 house arrest work detail in lieu of jail time 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED days suspension, first ___ days absolute commencing ___ _ 
Restricted Permit Authorized Yes No Restrictions _________________________ _ 
PROBA~ ORDERED FOR ::{ </ months on the following conditions: 
%-st months probation supervised; [:hf\en supervised in discretion of probation officer, 
Reimburse this county per month in advance for the cost of probation services, 
Violate no federal, state, or local laws, except traffic infractions. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your blood. 
Do not consume alcoholic beverages; n illegal substances; have them in your possession; or be where they are present 
Submit to alcohOl/drug test requested of you by a peace officer, probation officer, or drug/alcohol counselor. 
Successfully attend court alcohol school at your expense on the next date it is available, 
Complete programs as required by probation office. 
Notify the court, in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. 
Pay all fines, costs, restitution and reimbursements. 
~nplY with standard ~l~ditionsmbation ~ 7L-
THE SUSPENSION OF PENALTIES IS SUBJECT TO YOU.R~MPLIANCE l'JJ-.ALL TERMS HEREIN 
Defendant is notified of the right to appeal this judgment within 42 days of t day and rna ply fo a publi54lefender to assist in the appeal. 
By signing this judgment the defendant acknowledges and accepts the terms, nd 6r1(lif f p'robat on. 
--:~.-;/ ----:7 ' -~~ 
Acc~p~;J%fi~~/ 
Copies To: Def. ~. Atty. ~ b ']~;. V 
c~_ Drivers Services c~_; Driver's  attached 
--'---"--=--1'---- ] udge # __ -'-/---L.-"''''--___ _ 
_______ By Deputy Clerk 
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 









Case No. CR 09-2955 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ORDER OF RESTITUTION 
KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, 
Defendant. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that KIMBERLY DA WN JONES pay restitution totaling 
$2,118.09 to the victims/entities following this paragraph. 
Idaho State Police Headquarters 
Attn: Financial Service, MC 
700 Sough Stratford 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
Order of Restitution - 1 
$ 200.00 
$1,177.50 
Twin Falls Police Department 
PO Box 3027 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-3027 
$ 740.59 
That such payments be monitored by said Probation Officer through the Probation and 
Parole Office, and paid to the Clerk of the Court, P.O. Box 126, Twin Falls, Idaho, 83303. 
All restitution to be paid as ordered by the Court or on a payment schedule as set forth by the 
Department of Probation and Parole. 
Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-5305, after forty-two (42) days from the entry of 
an Order of Restitution or at the conclusion of a hearing to reconsider an Order of Restitution, 
whichever occurs later, an Order of Restitution maybe recorded as a judgment and the victim may 
execute as provided by law for civil judgments. 
DATED this 4 day of November, 2009 . 
Order of Restitution - 2 
. I&f;? 
G. Richard Bevan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \) day of November, 2009, I served a copy of the foregoing 
ORDER OF RESTITUTION thereof to the following: 
Jill C. Sweesy [vi Court Folder 
Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
The Office of the Public Defender [v( Court Folder 
Attorney for Defendant 
Probation and Parole-District V [v( Court Folder 
Central Records [1 u.s. Mail 
IDOC 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0018 
~~ eputy Clerk 
Order of Restitution - 3 
1 " ':: 
- .eo-\..,J 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




) Case No. CR-2009-0002955 
) 
) ORDER TO PAY 





IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named Defendant pay Court 
Compliance Fees in the amount of $243.00. This fee is to be paid at the Magistrate 
Probation office located at 245 3rd Ave. North in Twin Falls, Idaho 83301. 




(lonl=O T(l DI\V ('(lIIDT ('(ll\nDI 11\11.1('1= I=I=I=Q _ D<O>t"1o 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the D day of November 2009, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, 10 83303-0126 
( ) U.S. Mail () Hand Delivered () Faxed (~Court Folder 
Marilyn Paul 
Twin Falls Public Defender 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, 10 PrimaryDefenseZip 
( ) U.S. Mail () Hand Delivered () Faxed (vi Court Folder 
Probation and Parole - Dist. V 
526 Washington St. S. 
Twin Fa"s, Idaho 83301 
( ) U.S. Mail () Hand Delivered () Faxed (v{ Court Folder 
Court Compliance Office 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Fa"s, Idaho 83303-0126 
( ) U.S. Mail ( ) Hand Delivered ( ) Faxed (~ Court Folder 
~~f;<~ 
Clerk 
(lDnI=D T(I DI\V ('(lIIDT ('(lI\IIDI 11\1\1(,1= I=I=I=Q D..,.,.,o ') 
U: -" I 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 2nor, !' I fJ "., , 
\.r ,. ," j f 1. 1'- ,-, r,~ • , 1 
• I. ,_" I i 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Telephone: (208) 734-1155 
Fax #: (208) 734-1161 
Idaho State Bar # 6976 
0'( ---...--- --.----~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent. 
vs. 
KIMBERLY D. JONES, 
Defendant! Appellant. 
) 








TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PROSECUTOR, GRANT LOEBS, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, Kimberly D. Jones, appeals against the above-
named respondent, the State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the JUDGMENT OF 
CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING 
SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON PROBATION entered on 
November 9,2009, and the DENIAL OF THE MOTION TO SUPPRESS entered on July 24, 
Notice of Appeal 1-
" , 
""--.l_/ t" 
2009, in the Twin Falls County District Court, the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgment or order described in paragraph 1 is an appealable order under and pursuant to LA.R. 
11(c)(1). 
3. The appellant intends to raise the following issues on appeal, provided that this 
list of issues on appeal is not exhaustive, and shall not prevent the appellant from asserting 
other issues on appeal. 
(a) Judgment of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty to One Felony Count, 
Suspending Sentence and Order Placing Defendant on Probation entered 
on November 9,2009. 
(b) Denial of Motion to Suppress entered on July 24, 2009. 
4. Appellant requests the preparation of the entire standard clerk's record as 
defined in LA.R. 25(a). The appellant also requests the preparation of the following portions 
of the reporter's transcript: 
(a) Reporter's Transcript of the Sentencing hearing held on November 
9,2009. 
(b) Reporter's Transcript of the Motion to Suppress hearing held on July 
24,2009. 
5. The appellant requests the normal clerk's record pursuant to LA.R. 28(b)(2). 
The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, in 
addition to those automatically included under LA.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Judgment of Conviction Upon A Plea of Guilty to One Felony Count, 
Notice of Appeal 2-
Suspending Sentence and Order Placing Defendant on Probation entered 
on November 9, 2009. 
(b) Pre-Sentence Investigation Report, including any exhibits, attachments 
or addendums thereto; 
(c) The Addendum Pre-sentence Report, including any and all exhibits. 
(d) Denial of Motion to Suppress entered July 24,2009. 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal is being served on the reporter. 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code 
31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 27(e); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal 
case (Idaho Code 31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 23(a)(8); 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Twin Falls County who will be 
(e) 
DATED This 
""" T ,./' I' A 1 
l'lUlH.:e U1 Appeal 
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, Idaho Code 31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 24( e); 
That service is being made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to LA.R. 20. 
fD~ay of November, 2009. 
~ 
Robin M. Weeks 
Deputy Public Defender 
.. T'£1 1 (; u 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certifY that on the \b day of November, 2009, NOTICE 
OF APPEAL was served as follows: 
By delivering a true and correct copy of the foregoing to the following by placing said 
copy in the appropriately-marked mailbox/folder located in the Court Services Department of 
the Twin Falls County Courthouse: 
GRANT LOEBS 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
By U.S. Mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the following: 
Clerk of the Idaho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise,ID 83720 
Attorney General's Office 
P.O. Box 83720 Room, 210 
Boise, ID 83720 
Office of the State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83706 
Notice of Appeal 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
2009 NOV 13 
DY ___ "." ___ ' .. _N~ Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Telephone: (208)734-1155 
Fax #: (208) 734-1161 
Idaho State Bar # 6976 
(.1.- L l ~:ii. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 










Plaintiff, CASE NO. CR 09-2955 
vs. 
KIMBERL YD. JONES, 
NOTICE AND ORDER 
APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT 
APPEAL 
Defendant. 
TO: The Office of the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender: 
The above named petitioner/appellant has filed an notice of appeal on November 10, 
2009, (copy attached) and/or has moved the Court for appointment of an appellate public 
defender in direct appeal of the Judgment of Conviction Upon A Plea of Guilty To One 
Felony Count, Suspending Sentence and Order Placing Defendant on Probation entered on 
November 9,2009, and Denial of Motion to Suppress entered on July 24,2009, by Honorable G. 
Richard Bevan, District Judge, Twin Falls County. 
ORDER 
ISO 
This Court being satisfied that said defendant-appellant is a needy person entitled to the 
services of the State Appellate Public Defender per § 19-863A, Idaho Code, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, per § 19-870, Idaho Code, that you are appointed to 
represent the defendant-appellant in all matters as indicated herein, or until relieved by further 
order of the court. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to LA.R. Rule 1, the parties, the Clerk of the court 
and the Court Reporter, shall follow the established Idaho Appellate Rules in the preparation of 
this appeal record. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's Office is 
provided the following information by the Court: 
1) The defendant is in the custody of the Twin Falls County Jail. 
2) A copy of the Judgment of Conviction Upon a Plea of Guilty To One 
Felony Count, Suspending Sentence and Order Placing Defendant on Probation 
entered on November 9, 2009. 
3) A copy of the Notice of Appeal or Application. 
4) A copy of the Register of Actions in this matter. 
5) A copy of the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
6) A copy of the Denial ofthe Motion to Suppress entered on July 24, 2009. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this Lf{day of Nm I , 2009 served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL by placing a copy in the United States mail, 
postage prepaid, addressed to: 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
GRANTP. LOEBS 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
Court Reporter 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Statehouse, Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
Clerk of the Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
ORDER 
~c . Clerk o[the Court. ~ 
152 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~E CL r 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-2009-0002955 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, 
SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON 
PROBATION, I.e. § 19-2601(2) and (5). 
I. APPEARANCES. 
1. The date of sentencing was 11109/09, (hereinafter called sentencing date). 
2. The State of Idaho was represented by counsel, Jill Sweesy, of the Twin Falls County 
Prosecutor's office. 
3. The defendant, KIMBERLY DA WN JONES, appeared personally. I.C. § 19-2503. 
4. The defendant was represented by counsel, Robin Weeks. 
5. G. Richard Bevan, District Judge, presiding. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - I 
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II. ARRAIGNMENT FOR SENTENCING; I.e. § 19-2510, I.e.R. 33. 
1. Arraignment: The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, was informed by the Court 
at the time of the sentencing of the nature of charges and the defendant's pleas, which in 
this case were: 
Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(1). 
Maximum Penalty: Court costs, restitution, up to seven (7) years imprisonment, up to 
fifteen thousand dollar ($15,000) fine, or both such fine and imprisonment, and substance 
abuse treatment can be ordered at the defendant's expense. 
Idaho Code Section(s): 37-2732(c)(1). 
Guilty by Plea -- date of: 09/18/09. 
2. Grounds for Not Entering Judgment (I.e. §§ 19-2510, 19-2511): The defendant was 
then asked by the Court whether the defendant had any legal cause to show why 
judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, to which the defendant 
responded "No." 
III. PLEAS OF GUILTY PREVIOUSLY ENTERED AND ACCEPTED. 
1. The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, previously pled guilty on the date of 
09/18/09, (hereinafter called "the entry of plea"), to the crimes set forth in section II 
immediately above. 
2. At the entry of the pleas of guilty, and pursuant to I.C.R. 5 and 11, the following 
occurred: 
A. The defendant was advised by the Court of the following: 
1. The nature of the charges against the defendant, the mll1ImUm and 
maximum punishments, and other direct consequences which may apply; 
11. That the defendant was not required to make any statement and that any 
statement made by the defendant may be used against the defendant in a 
court of law; 
111. That the defendant was presumed to be innocent; 
IV. That by entering pleas of guilty to the above identified charges, the 
defendant would: 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 2 
a. Waive the right to a trial by jury; 
b. Waive the right to require the State to prove each material element 
of the crimes charged beyond a reasonable doubt; 
c. Waive the right to free Court appointed counsel to represent the 
defendant through a jury trial if the defendant was indigent; 
d. Waive the right to a speedy trial; 
e. Waive the right to challenge the evidence presented by the State, 
and specifically the right to confront and cross examine the 
witnesses who testified against the defendant; 
f. Waive the right to present evidence on the defendant's own behalf, 
specifically including the right to subpoena witnesses at the 
County's expense; 
g. Waive the right against compulsory self-incrimination; 
h. Waive any and all possible defenses to the charges brought against 
the defendant, both factual and legal; and 
1. Lose the right to appeal except as to the sentence imposed. 
B. The Court inquired of whether any promises had been made to the defendant or 
whether the pleas were a result of any plea bargaining agreement, and if so, the 
nature of the agreement; and that the defendant was informed that the Court was 
not bound by any promises or recommendations from either party as to 
punishment. 
C. The defendant was advised, in accordance with r.c.R. 11 (d)(2), that if the Court 
did not accept the sentencing recommendation or request, the defendant 
nevertheless had no right to withdraw the defendant's guilty pleas on that basis. 
D. The defendant stated and acknowledged that the pleas were knowingly and 
voluntarily given; and that the pleas were given of the defendant's own free will 
and volition. 
E. That there was a factual basis to support said pleas. 
F. Whereupon the defendant entered a pleas of guilty to said charges. 
G. The Court then found that the pleas were entered upon the advice and consent of 
the defendant's counsel. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 3 
H. Whereupon the Court accepted the pleas of guilty and found and adjudged the 
defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, guilty of the crimes identified and set 
forth in section II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above. 
IV. SENTENCING DATE PROCEEDINGS. 
On 11109/09, the sentencing date, and after the arraignment for sentencing as set forth in section 
II "Arraignment for Sentencing" above, the Court proceeded as follows: 
1. Determined that more than two (2) days had elapsed from the plea to the date of 
sentencing. I.e. § 19-2501, I.e.R. 33(a)(1). 
2. Discussed the presentence report and relevant matters with the parties pursuant to I.e. § 
20-220 and I.C.R. Rule 32. 
3. Determined victim's rights and restitution issues pursuant to I.C. § 19-5301 and Article 1, 
§ 22 of the Idaho Constitution. 
4. Offered an aggravation and/or mitigation hearing to both parties, including the right to 
present evidence pursuant to I.C.R. 33(a)(1). 
5. Heard comments and sentencing recommendations of both counsel and asked the 
defendant personally if the defendant wished to make a statement and/or to present any 
information in mitigation of punishment. I.C.R. 33(a)(1). 
6. The Court made its comments pursuant to I.C. § 19-2512, and discussed one or more of 
the criteria set forth in I.C. § 19-2521. 
V. THE SENTENCE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, as follows: 
1. Crime of: Possession of a Controlled Substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a felony. 
2. Court Costs: The defendant shall pay court costs in the sum of $496.00. 
3. Fine: The defendant is fined the sum of $1,000.00 ($800.00 Suspended), and the 
defendant shall pay all costs, fees and fines ordered by this Court. This judgment that the 
defendant pay a fine and costs shall constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for 
money in a civil action. I.C. § 19-2518, I.C. § 19-2702. 
4. Penitentiary: The defendant, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, shall be committed to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, Boise, Idaho for a unified sentence (I.C. 
§ 19-2513) of 5 year(s); which unified sentence is comprised of a minimum (fixed) 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 4 
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period of confinement of 3 year(s), followed by an indeterminate period of custody of 2 
year(s), with the precise time of the indeterminate portion to be set by said Board 
according to law, with the total sentence not to exceed 5 year(s). 
5. Sentence Suspended - Terms of Probation: Provided however, that the execution of said 
prison portion of the sentence is hereby suspended (the costs and fine portion is not 
suspended) and the defendant is placed on probation for a period of 3 year(s) beginning on 
11109/09 to and under the control of the Idaho State Board of Correction, (I.C. § 19-
2601(5), I.e. § 20-219, and I.C.R. 33(d)), subject to the following terms: 
A. Supervision Level: Pursuant to I.C. § 20-219, I.D.O.C. is charged with the duty of 
supervising all persons convicted of a felony and placed on probation. As such, the 
level of supervision is left to the discretion ofI.D.O.C. 
B. General Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered General Conditions of Probation 
previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 1, which exhibit is by this reference 
incorporated herein. 
C. Specific Conditions: Abide by the Court Ordered Specific Conditions of 
Probation previously signed and attached hereto as Exhibit 2, which exhibit is by 
this reference incorporated herein. 
D. Special Terms and Conditions: In addition, the Court orders the following 
special conditions. 
a. Community service drug case: The defendant shall perform 100 hours of 
community service within 190 days at the direction of the defendant's 
probation officer. I.C. § 37-2738. __ _ 
b. PSI: The defendant shall abide by all recommendations as given in her PSI 
on pages 13 -14. __ 
c. Fourth Amendment waiver: The defendant shall waive his Fourth 
Amendment rights with regard to actions taken by his probation officer and 
other law enforcement personnel. ___ _ 
d. Alcohol: The defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume alcohol in 
any form. __ _ 
e. Controlled Substances: The defendant shall not purchase, possess or 
consume any controlled substances unless specifically prescribed to her. 
f. Treatment Pursuant to I.e. § 19-2524: The defendant shall undergo 
substance abuse treatment pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-2524. __ _ 
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g. Alcohol! Substance Abuse Evaluation: The defendant shall abide by the 
terms of the Substance Abuse Evaluation obtained on 10/23/09. 
h. UAs: The defendant shall provide a minimum of 2 UAs each week for 120 
days. Thereafter, she shall provide UAs at the discretion of her probation 
officer. ---
1. Hair Follicle Testing: The defendant shall submit to hair follicle testing 2 
times per year until her PO stated otherwise. 
J. Test Results Admissions: The defendant shall stipulate to all blood, urine and 
breath testing results. __ _ 
k. Mental Health Evaluation: The defendant shall obtain a Mental Health 
Evaluation. She shall obtain said evaluation by 0111511 O. Thereafter, she 
shall abide by all of its recommendations. __ 
1. Time allowed for payment of court costs, fines and restitution: The 
defendant must pay all court costs, fines and restitution with all amounts due 
by 08/10112. To that end, the defendant shall make installment payments by 
following a payment schedule created by Probation and Parole. ---
m. Other Court Orders: The defendant shall abide by the terms of all other 
court orders to which she is a party, including orders for the payment of child 
support, if any. __ 
n. Driving: The defendant shall not drive without a valid driver's license and 
msurance. __ _ 
o. Enter no establishment that sells and/or dispenses alcohol by the drink or 
where the sale of alcohol is the main source of income: The defendant shall 
not, for any reason enter any establishment which sells or dispenses alcoholic 
beverages by the drink. This includes, but is not limited to bars, lounges, 
casinos, restaurants, cafes, pizza places, etc. Additionally, the defendant shall 
enter no place where the sale of alcohol is the main source of income. __ _ 
E. Termination of Probation: Probation has been ordered for a specific length of 
time; however, probation shall not be terminated until the Court has both 
reviewed the performance of the probationer and has signed an order discharging 
the probationer. 
VII. ORDER REGARDING RESTITUTION. 
a. Restitution: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitution to be entered 
in this case in the sum of $2,118.09. A separate written order of restitution shall be 
entered. I.e. § 19-5304(2). This amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court 
to be disbursed to the appropriate parties in this matter. 
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b. Restitution to Court Compliance Program: The Court hereby ORDERS the 
defendant to pay $243.00 restitution for reimbursement for the services of the Court 
Compliance Program. The amount is payable through the Clerk of the District Court to 
be disbursed to Court Compliance. 
c. Restitution for Public Defender Services: The Court hereby ORDERS the 
defendant shall pay $250.00 restitution to Twin Falls County for reimbursement for the 
services of the public defender. I.C. § 19-852. This amount is payable through the Clerk 
of the District Court to be disbursed to Twin Falls County. 
VIII. SURETY BOND. 
The conditions of bail given in this case having been satisfied, the bail is ordered exonerated. 
I.C.R.46(g). 
IX. ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS. 
The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence investigative 
reports to the deputy clerk of the court's custody and use of said report shall thereafter be 
governed by I.C.R. 32(h)(1), (2), and (3). 
X. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - PROBATION - RECORD BY CLERK. 
The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record be 
assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk ofthe Court in accordance with I.C. § 19-2519(a). 
XI. RIGHT TO APPEALILEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS. 
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, of the right to appeal this judgment within forty 
two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the cOUli. LC.R. 33(a)(3), I.A.R. 14(a). 
In Forma Pauperis: The Court further advised the defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
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represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. LC.R. 33(a)(3), I.C. § 19-
852(a)(l) and (b )(2). 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: 
SIGNED: 
AfRICHARD BEVAN, District Judge 
AMENDED JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - 8 
State of Idaho, 
County of Twin Falls 




I, KIMBERLY DAWN JONES, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states that I 
reviewed Exhibit 1, General Conditions of Probation, and Exhibit 2, Specific Conditions of 
Probation. That I have received a copy of this JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A 
PLEA OF GUILTY TO ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND 
ORDER PLACING DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5) that I 
understand the terms of that probation, and I agree to abide by the conditions outlined in this 
order. I further certify that I have read and understand each term of probation. 
KIMBERL Y DAWN JONES 
Witnessing Probation Officer 
ACCEPTANCE OF PROBATION 
I.C.R. 49(b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County of Twin Falls do hereby certify that on the day 
of 111(99/09, filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing document: JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO 
ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING 
DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.c. § 19-2601(2) and (5), to each of the persons as listed 
below: 
Prosecuting Attorney: Jill Sweesy 
Defense Counsel: Robin Weeks 
Twin Falls County Jail 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Idaho Department of Probation and Parole 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
TO: CLERK OF THE T 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
P. O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0101 
FAX: 1-208-334-2616 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
L 
i~;f dl, u:J(.;"iv!,...<.i L:",,-,Ll ;~t 
of TWin F",i/s " S'£.le oi Ida/I .. 
Respondent, ) 
) 
DOCKET NO. 37146 
vs. 









NOTICE OF T~~SCRIPT LODGED 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this date I lodged a 
Reporter's Transcript on Appeal of 84 pages in length for 
the above-entitled appeal, with the Clerk of the District 
Court, County of Twin Falls, in the Fifth Judicial District. 
E-Mail Delivery to: Appellant's Counsel, Respondent's 
Counsel, and Supreme Court Filings. 
DATED this 23rd day of December, 2009. 
/J(':', " jJ - 4 
, ~L/U)~/_A.A~(· iLl )·]1 .!"'-b~h 
t/ virgi~ia M. Bailey, I RPR, CSR &0. 262 
Official Court Reporter 
Fifth Judicial District 
State of ·Idaho 
"'" ~', r"-
1 0 .j 
State of Idaho v. D. Jones al 
I N D E X 
DATES OF HEARINGS 
JULY 24, 2009 - MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
NOVEMBER 9, 2009 - SENTENCING . 
WITNESSES 
INDEX TO 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
JULY 24, 2009 
RUDNER, TODD RICHARD 
Direct Examination by State 
Cross Examination 
THIARA, JR., HARBANS 
Direct Examination by Defense 
Cross Examination . 
2 
Virginia M. BaileYI RPR1 CSR No. 262 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 









____ ~D~e=re=n=da=n=t/~A~pp~e=ll=an=t~, _________ ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 37146-2009 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-2955 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents 
requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled 
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 29th day of December, 2009. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
jr of the ?istrict Court 
~ 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 










KIMBERLY D. JONES, 
SUPREME COURT NO. 37146-2009 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-2955 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
_____ D==efl=en=d=a=n~t/A~pp~e=ll=an=t~, __________ ) 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits to the record that have been filed during the 
course of this case. 
Pre Sentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed November 3, 2009 
Addendum Presentence Investigation Report (Confidential), Filed November 5, 2009 
In WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 29th day of December, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 1 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
~~ 
IGG 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 









SUPREME COURT NO. 37146-2009 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 09-2955 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
____ ~D~e=D=en=d=an=t~/A~p~p~e=ll=an=t~, ________ ~) 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
MOLLY HUSKEY 
State Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
LA WRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said this 29th 
day of December, 2009. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK JJ\::icl Court 
Deputy Clerk ~ 
Certificate of Service 1 
